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:::;YNO?SI" 
Ionization processes in oxygen have been studied 
using a Townsend type apparatus 'using electron swarms of 
@ean energy of about a few electron volts. Fro@ a mea-
surement of currents and gap distances the ionization 
and attachment coe£ficients have bee n calculate d using the 
steady state current growth equation, while breakdown 
voltage measurements have enabled the evaluation of the 
secondary coefficient. 
As it is well known that the ionization coefficients 
depend very Quch on t he gas used and that even traces of 
another gas can lead to quite erroneous values of the 
coefficients, an ultrahigh vacuum system was designed and 
constructed in glass. The background pressures we re less 
,., 
than lO-u torr in the experimental tube while the experi-
mental gas pressures were of the order of a few torr. The 
oxygen was initially p roduced from the e lectrolysis of 
Ba(OP)? in distilled water, but since the silver diffusion 
tube meant to be used in conjunction with it to purify the 
oxygen was found to be almost inoperable, spectroscopically 
pure oxygen supplied by BOC Ltd. was used for most of the 
work after further purification in freezin g traps cooled 
by liquid nitrogen. 
The experimental tubes were n Il made of glass while 
the electrodes were evaporated gold films on glass sub-
strates in the first four tubes and solid platinum in the 
final tube . The gap distance could be altered magneti-
cally from the outside by means of iron slugs fixed to the 
electrode assei bl~, and a guard ring around the cathode 
ii -
ensured uniform field conditions •• 
Vibron and I~ei thly electromeLers were used to neasure 
the currents of the order of 10- 11 h, while the pre ssure 
was measured on an oil manometer and the gap distance 
could be measured accurately by means of a travelling 
microscope . A ban~ of 120 V dry batteries supplied the 
stable voltage necessary and an accurate potentiometer was 
used in conjunction with a resistance chain to measure it 
to o· 1 V. 
An analysis was fornulated to determine the ioniza-
tion and attachment coefficients, a. and T}, from current 
growth equations and an I BM 1620 computer was used to sim-
plify the calculations. 
a./p values have been obtained for 50 < E/p < 250 V/cm 
torr and compared with other available values; the agree-
ment is reasonably good being approximately 10% lower than 
the previous values. T}/p is found to reduce to practically 
zero at about 00 V/cm torr which could indicate the 
presence of a photodetachment process. The breaI(down vrol-
tages and the corresponding secondary coefficients have 
also be e n measured in the range 0·1 < pd <5 cm torr. 
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.:our-Ivi'.; !!:N r 1 P~QCE$SES IN GAS DISC'&~G§~ 
1.1 Int ocluction 
A 38S is an a lmost perfect insulator under normal 
conditions, but its insulating properties break down 
under large e~ough electric stresses. The transition of 
a z as from a n insulating to an almost perfectly condUC-
ting state and allied p henomena, are of great interest 
to t l e physicist as well as the electrical engineer. 
Jhe passage of electricity through gases is best 
explained by assuming that oppositely charged ions are 
produced in the gaa by the action of various agencies 
(i.e. ionization), and that these ions convey the current 
through the gas by their motion, under the action of an 
electrostatic field. These ions interact with neutral 
sas molecules and with solid surfaces with which they 
come into contact. The production, motion and inter-
actions of these ions constitute the basic phenonena of 
eas discharee physics and are described in this first 
chapte r. 
1.2 Ionization P rocesses 
Ionization processes can b e broadly classified into 
two g roups: gaseous p roces ses and cathodic processes. 
1.2.1 Ga se ous Processes 
a ~ lectron Collisions with Gas Atoms and Molecules 
Collisions between electrons an raolecules can be 
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elastic or inelastic. If the colliding electron does not 
possess s ufficient energy, eV., to ionize a ~olecule 
l. 
which is in its ground state (w~ere V. is the ionization 
l. 
potential of the gas atOQ or molecule), er sufficient 
energy eV to excite a hlolecule (V being the excitation 
e e 
potential of the gos atom or molecule), the collision will 
be elastic; the kinetic energy is conserved, while the 
internal energies remain the same . Assuming a Idaxwellian 
distribution of energies for the Qolccules, Cravath (1) 
showed that an electron of mass m lost approximately 
2-66 ~ of its energy in an elastiC collision with a mole-
cule of mass M. 
The probability of an electron exciting a molecule 
is a maximum when the electron energy is slightly above 
the excitation energy; and an excited molecule produced 
in a collision may, in a second collision with another 
low energy electron, be ionized. Thus there is a finite 
probability of ionization even when the electronic energy 
~ rnu2 is less than eVi " Such ionization by double impact 
of low energy electrons is more likely in gases which 
have metastable states, because n etastables are more 
likely to survive in an excited state until the second 
collision - metastables having a mean life-time as high 
as 0.1 sec compared with about 10-Ssec for an ordinary 
excited state. 
:~hen the electron energy exceeds eV., an ionization 
l. 
can ta~e place. The probability of ionization in such 
cases is a function of electron energy and is zero at an 
electron energy equal to the ionization energy, eVi" The 
probability rises thereafter with electron energy up t.o 
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about 10 0 eV and then ten c. s to fall off (2,3). 7 his 
proc e s s, giving rise to a positive ion and two slow 
electrons, is by far the most important process in gas 
discharge physics. 
b Ion Collisions with Gas Atoms and ~olecules 
While it was recognized from fairly early days that 
positive ions could ionize gases by collision, the mecha-
nism of this is still not very clear. Thomson pointed 
out in 1912 (4) that the energy of the ions would have to 
be of the order of thousands of electron volts before 
they could ionize ordinary gas atoms. Although subse-
quent work, culminating in that of Varney (5) has esta-
blished that this process can set in at very much lower 
voltages, it is still an improbable agency for the pro-
duction of ionization in ordinary low pressure discharges 
since the mean energy. of positive ions rarely exceeds a 
few electron volts. 
lVhen a positive ion captures an el~ctron, the neutral 
molecule produced may have a high velocity and hence 
cause ionization as pointed out by Kallman and Rosen (6). 
The contribution of this process to the discharges dis-
cussed in this work is thought to be negligible. 
c Photon CollisUms with Gas Atoms and Molecule s 
When a photon is incident on a gas molecule, and hv, 
its energy,is greater than eV., either all of the energy 
~ 
could be absorbed resulting in the emission of a photo-
electron, or the photon could be scattered knocking off 
a recoil electron from the molecule (7). Photoionization 
may be represented by the equation, 
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A + hv + e 
It is apparent that this process involves only two end 
products as opposed to the three that are involved in 
an atom-electron collision resulting in ionization. 
Be cause of this, a photon has a maximum probability of 
ionization at a certain critical value of 0-1 to 1 eV 
above the minimum energy required for it. The actual 
probability \vill depend upon the wavelength of the radi-
ation, and the nature and density of the gas concerned, 
and is usually expressed as a coefficielt of absorption 
of the radiation in the gas. 
If the photcn energy is less than eVi , it may still 
produce ionization in the gas, but naturally this will 
have to be in stages and can be important only when the 
gas has metastable states, e .g. in mercury f-8i • If the 
photon energy is very much greater than eV . , a different 
1 
phenomenon occurs, since t he large r part· of the energy 
of the photon is given to liberate a firmly bound elec-
tron (from an inner shell) an d the balance of energy is 
used up as the kinetic energy of the liberated electron. 
d Excited and Metastable Atom Collisions with Gas Atoms 
and Molecules 
While ionization by collision of neutral atoms is 
not an important process, collisions involving metastabll 
atoms may be. The importance of such proce s ses in gas 
mixtures where one gas has a metastable level lying abov. 
the ionization level of the other, is illustrated 
very well in the reaction which occurs in a mixture of 
helium and argon gases: 
?ig 1 . 
Ener[;"y Dingram of Ele ctrons in a J. et,al . 
I 
r;-+;::::=--_o 
~&LJ 1 Vacuum 
Metal I 
a. In vacuum. 
He 
Stage 1 
c . Fi r st st<l["e of 
Auge r pro ce ss . 
Atom 
b ' , At the a pp ro a c h of a positive 
ion . 
--1--~---
fj 
-2 
Mo 
He 
Stage 2 
o 
d . Second stage of Auge r 
proces s . 
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... 
He; + A ) He + A+ + e 
'" He; being a helium at om in a metastable excited state. 
This process kn own as the Penning effect, explains why 
the highest gas purity should be aimed at in experiments 
to study the properties of inert gases. A similar sort 
of reaction can take place in pure gases also, especially 
if Vi is about 2Ve" In helium the reaction would be: 
.', 
,,' 
Hem ) H L'e+ e + c + e 
However, this process is detectable only when there is a 
high concentration of metastable states. 
1.2 . 2 Electrode Processes 
If a free electron in a metal has sufficient energy 
to overcome the potential barrier, it may es cape into the 
space above the metal and can th n take part in ,a gas 
discharge. But since the Be rmi-Dirac distribution of 
energies for electron gases in metals predicts that very 
few electrons at room temperatures actually have energies 
above E , the maximum at OOK, the number of electrons 
m 
coming out of a metal under normal conditions would be 
almost zero, unless there is an external supply of energy. 
Several ways in which this extra energy lay be acquired 
by the electrons nre described in tIis section. 
a Secondary 2 lectron Emission 
The electrons in a metal may be given sufficient 
energy to overcome the potential barrier shown in fig la 
and so escape from the surface, by simply bombarding the 
metal with cha rged particles of suf~icient kinetiC enerSJ. 
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~onside~ a beam of primary electrons having an 
energy of several hundred electron volts, incident on a 
metal surface. Some of these primaries will be elasti-
cally r ef lected whi le some will penetrate into the solid 
e nd wil l lo se energy by exciting lattice electrons into 
higher energy levels. The electrons whose energy has 
been increased , may then move towards the 'surface and 
could escape as secondary electrons . Also a primary 
electron could enter the metal, lose some of its energy 
and then escape from the metal . Thus it is necessary to 
distinguis h between these three categories of secondary 
electrons. 
Work is going on at Keele to enable the nature o f 
secondary electron emission to be morC fully understood. 
In the work which is described later in this thes is, 
secondary electron emission does not produce an appr~ci­
able number of electrons in the gas discharge . 
b Emission due to the Incidence of Positive Ions 
\Vhen positive ions impinge upon the surface of a 
solid, charged and uncha~ged particles may be emitted. 
The uncharged p a rticles are often molecules of gas which 
were in contact with the solid surface, or they may be 
atoms actually sputtered fro~ the surface. 
The charged particles are mostly slow electrons and 
s ometimes negative ions or reflected positive ions. The 
me chanism of energy transfer is not certain, but it does 
seem to depend upon the kinetic energy of the ion in some 
cases and on the potential energy in others. According 
to Hagstrum ( 9 ) ejection of electrons due to the potential 
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enerey of the ion (kinetic energy assumed zero) fro il 
metals involves t he electronic interaction between the 
incoming ion and the cond uction electrons of the met a l 
while the ion is at a distance of a few Angstroms from 
the surface. 
Figure lb shows the electron energy diagram for a 
metal which is modified by the approach of the ion at a 
few Angstromo distance. This ion is likely to be neucra-
lized in a "direct Auger neutralization" in this condi_ 
tion by electron 1 tunnelling through the reduced poten-
tial barrier directly to the ground state of the ion and 
giving up its excess energy to another electron, 2, in 
the conduction band. If the minimum energy required by 
electrons 1 and 2 to escape from the metal is Cl. and ~, 
and E. is the ionization energy of the incident ato~ then 
l 
the second electron would obviou~ly be ejected ~ith 
kinetic energy (E. - Cl. - ~). It is apparent that the 
l 
production of an external secondary electron is energeti-
cally inpossible if Ei is less than 2~, though neutrali-
zation takes place almost invariably if Ei is greater 
than <J>, where cp is the r.linimum value of Cl. and f3 (see also 
section 1.2 . 2c) . 
Neutralization can also take place in n two stage 
Auger process. This depends on the existence of an ionic 
metastahle level which has the same energy as some level e, 
in the conduction band . He re electron 1 neutralises the 
ion but leaves it in an excited state, so that when the 
atom is de-excited, electron 2 tunnels to the ground 
state of the atom and gives its energy to the metastable 
electron which is ejecte.d. The energy requirement in 
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this case is E.> €'-+c..J>. 
J. 
It would a ppear from this discussion that the secon-
dary electron yield would depend primarily on the excita-
tion energy of the ion. t- owever, emission due to ions 
with E. 
l. 
less th ~\n 2 <J can only be I(inetic. As the kinetic 
energy increases, the electron emission increases until 
the emission due to kinetic energy predominltes, becoming 
quite important when the energy is a few thousand electron 
volts. An explanation of emission under these conditions 
has bee n given by Kapitza (10~ who suggests intense local 
heating of the surface at the incidence of the ion which 
gives rise to thermionic emission . 
c Emission due to the Ph~toelectric Effect 
In order to explain the liberation of electrons from 
metals by photons, it is convenient to refer again to 
J 
fig la. Considering an electron of thermal energy ~i 
within the metal, before it can escape it will have to 
be given a quantum of energy hv such that its total energy 
(Ei + hV) is greater than the work Eo which must be done 
in {.)vercoming the surface attractive forces. Any excess 
energy will appear as the kinetic energy of the liberated 
photoelectrons (11,12). 
1 2 
-2 mu : hv + C. - E 
l. 0 
For a given radiation, the maximum value of this energy 
will be at ~i = Em and hence, the very minimum extra 
energy required by an electron to escape is (Eo - Em)=e~, 
which is a characteristic of the m~tal, ~ being known as 
the wor~ function. 
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~he probability of liberating electrons from the 
oetal increases with photon energy, and sometimes 
electrons from the inner shells of the atoms may even be 
ejected, which having much larger velocities, are capable 
of producing further secondary electrons in their paths 
in the netal, and so increase the overall yield of secon-
dary electrons per photon from the metal . 
d Emission due to the Incidence of Excited Atoms 
Emission from surfaces due to the incidence of atoms 
in the normal excited state does not contribute very much 
to any gas discharge, because their lifetime is too short. 
Atoms in metastable states are, however, capable of 
ejecting electrons from a surface, provided that their 
excitation energy is sufficiently high . The mechanism 
here does not necessarily involve Auger de-excitation. 
J 
Under suitable conditions excited electrons may tunnel to 
an unfilled level in the conduction band in the metal 
surface with the formation of a ground state ion which 
can undergo uger neutralization . Stebbing (13) and 
Hasted (14) have measured secondary yields for helium 
metastable atoms on different metal surfaces . 
The ejection of secondaries from surfaces by meta-
stable atoms can be important since they are uncharged 
and cannot be swept away from any region by electric 
fields. Thus they may d i ff use to a surface which is 
inaccessible to ions and cause secondary emission . In 
oxygen discharges this is not a serious hazard but in 
discl' ~rges involving inert gases, mercury etc, metastab~s 
contribute a ~reat deal towards the total secondary 
electron emission . 
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e Emission due to the Thermionic Effect 
Even though it was known as early as 1885 that hot 
bodies emit negative charges , it was O.lV . Richardson in 
1912 (15) who first developed a theory relating the 
current density to the temperature and work function of 
the emitter . His equation for the current density I, 
derived on the basis of classical thermodynamics is 
I = 
where A is a constant and kT is the equipartition energy 
at the absolute temperature T . Later it was found that 
a treat~ent of the problem on quantum mechanical 
principles als o gave a similar relationship (16). The 
work function has the same significance and value here, 
as in the photoelectric phenomenon . 
f Emission due to Electric Fields J 
The effect of a high electric field on t h potential 
well is to reduce its thickness , so that electrons below 
the Fermi level can " tunnel" through the barrier . Fowler 
and Nordheim (17) have investig-ted this wave mechanical 
property and have obtained an expression which shows that 
the ield required to give a current of the order of 
micro-amps frorll a metal surface is of the order of 107 vlc m. 
In fact , fields of t.c order of 106v/cm are sufficient to 
re mov e electrons from electrodes in Vacuum at rnom 
temperatures . Fields of this order are not ordinarily 
met in gas discharges, bu t field emission is important in 
the case of cathode surfaces with small projections which 
could give rise to localised intense fielcts and could 
become emission centres . 
· . 
Collision Processes Possible in a Gas Discha r ge . 
Fig 2 . 
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Fig 2 g ives a summary of the processes which are 
liable to occur between the two electrodes in a gas 
discharge. 
1.3 Electron Loss Processes 
a Recombination of Electrons and Positive Ions 
In a system containing oppositely charged bodies, it 
is only natural that they should collide and neutralize 
each other by combining. The condition for this is that 
their total internal energy must. decrease as .a result of 
this reaction. This can be electron-ion recombination, 
which is more important in low pressure discharges, or 
ion-ion recombination. l1hen an e lectron is captured thus, 
its excess energy can go to a third body as kinetic 
energy, or be emitted as radiation, but the probability 
for the latter is low. The third body can be the walls 
J 
of the apparatus, or some other gas molecules in the case 
of high pressure discharges. If recombination is the 
only loss mechanism in a system with equal numbers of 
opposite charges, then: 
dn 
dt = 
2 
-Rn 
where R is the r e combination coefficient. As this equa-
tion yields on integration : 
+ 
n no 
Rt 
it is obvious that the reciprocal of the number density 
is a linear function of time and therefore the coefficient 
R can be obtained from the loss rate of charges in the 
system. This is the principle which underlies most . 
experiments to determine R, but diffusion losses, ion 
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molecule reactions, non-uniform spatial distribution of 
positive and negative charges etc make the experiments 
very much more complex. 
b Attachment of Ele ctrons and Atoms 
It is quantum mechanically possible for electrons 
to attach themselves to atoms and molecules on collision 
thus forming negative ions. This process is imPortant 
in the so-called ~lcctrone ~atiYc sases'e.g. oxygen, the 
halogens etc. The following are the processes which can 
l ead to formation of negative ions in gases: 
(i) A free electron may be captured by a neutral 
atom with the emission of radiation. 
A + e ') 
(ii) The capture of a free electron by an atom, 
with a third body taking up the excess energy, is a pos-
sible process which is important at high pressure s • . 
A + B + c ---~) A- + B + ICE. 
(iil) A molecule may capture an electron and go into 
a vibrationally excited le~el, becoming stabilised in a 
second collision, with another molecule • 
... (AB) - ... AB + e 
(AB)-* + X (AB)- + X + K.E. 
+ P.E. 
(iv) An electron may be captured by a molecule 
which subsequently dissociates. 
AB + e > (Aa ) -*--"';'---7'~ 
This process is called dissociative attachment and is 
operative in the energy range of roughly 2 to 5 eV in 
Breakdown Voltage Curve s in Oxygen, : ir 
and nydrogen . 
'ig G 
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oxygen; this range is covered by the work described in 
chapter 5. Some molecules like carbon dioxid~ and hydro-
gen can also form negative ions through this process. 
(v) An electron mny leave a neutral excited molecule 
cfter a collision, and if the excitation energy in this 
c ase is grenter than n critical value, the molecule can 
split up into a pair of ions. 
An + e e + + B 
For electrons of energies of the order of 20 eV or so, 
this process can become very important. in oxygen. 
These different processes are identified by the 
appearance potential at which the ions "app ea r" and one 
or more may be active in an electronegative gas at diffe-
rent energies . The relevant processes in oxygen and 
their effect on current growth are discussed further in 
section 1.9. 
c Geometrical Considerations of Gas Discharges 
No pair of electrodes can ever produce the perfectly 
uniform fi e lds which are usually assumed for theoretical 
considerations of gas discharge phenomena. Ideally a pair 
of plane parallel electrodes are not only perfectly para -
llel, but also the electrode diameter is infinite, i . e. 
the ratio of the electrode diameter D to the gap distance 
d is considerCd to be infinite. In practice of course, 
Did is finite and this must be considered when analyzing 
results. 
The ffeet of finite electrodes on a discharge 
can b~ two kinds: one being due to field distortions and 
the other due to diffusion effects. The diffus~ion 
effects would be more significant for the uncharged 
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bodies in the discharge than the charged, as they cannot 
be cons~rained by the electric field. Thus, whether 
metastables and photons produced in the discharge will 
reach the cathode or not, Ls determined to a large extent 
by the geometry of the electrodes; and changing the ratio 
Old has been shown in this laboratory t ,o have an effect 
on sparkinc potential curves in both hydrogen and mercury 
vapour (38, 37). Field distortion is mostly an edge 
effect . For the charged particles in the discharge, this 
effectively means a longer drift path than 'd', bu they 
may also be lost to the walls through diffusion. In the 
present investigation the walls were at the same poten-
tial as the cathode, so it is improbable tha~ many elec-
trons would have diffused to it, though the positive ions 
could have done so with greater ease. To correct for the 
edge effects, the ratio of Did was lcept as high as pos-
sible . It uas never allowed to be smaller than 2 and was 
J 
normally much greater; this, together with thc use of 
guard rings ensured that any edge effects were kept to a 
minimum. 
1 . 4 Growth of Current between Plane Parallel Electrodes 
The current flow between two parallel electrodes 
in a sas shows ft considerable variation when the voltage 
bctween them is altered continuously. Fig 3 shows the 
characteristics of such a uniform field gas discharge. 
The current growth measurements described later Ln this 
thesis were all taken in the "Townscnd region" of the gas 
discharge spectrum, and the sparking potentials which 
were also measured, correspond to the voltage V on the 
s 
diagram. It is interesting to observe that in the 
spectrum up to the point D, the current flo\' ... would cease 
Non-selT-suslained 
discharges 
v » 
~. 
The Townsend r egion of a Gas Discharge 
Fi gure 4 . 
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when the initicl current I was withdra.wn, wherecs in the 
o 
regions beyond the point D the discharge is seid to be 
self-maintained, and the current flow would continue even 
if 10 was reduced to zero. In the following section, the 
Townsend region is considered in ~ore detail. 
1.5 The Townsend Discharge 
Fig 4 shows in greater detail the initial part of 
the discharge characteristic of fig 3 , the cothode being 
irradiated with ultraviolet light to give an initiol 
photoelectric current. As the voltage between the elec-
trodes is slowly increased from zero, the current to the 
anode increeses slowly as the electrons move through the 
gas with an average velocity determined by the field . 
FUrther increases in the Yoltoee results in saturation 
when all the electrons emitted by the cathode reach the 
anode (T ). 
o 
The current is then seen to increase again 
J • 
with 
from 
increasing voltage since the electrons acquire energy 
the field to ionize the gas atoms (T 1 ). After this, 
a region where the zrowth of current is very much more 
rapid can be seen, where evidently some other ionization 
processes must be active (T2 ), until at a critical voltage 
(V in fig 3), the very rapid increase in current results 
s 
in the establishment of a self-maintoined current. The 
discharge is not self-maintoined in Tl and T2 because 
there the current only flows as long as there is an 
external agency producing electrons, whether or not this 
agency is photons incident on the cathode. 
1.6.1 Townsend's First Ionization Coefficient 
J.S.Townsend was the first to carry out system~tic 
experiments to study the ionization of gas atoms by 
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electron collisions, between plane parallel electrodes(lG). 
At first he used X-rays as the agency to produce his origi-
nal supply of electrons ~ithin the gap (19), but later he 
adopted the now conventional ultra-violet illumination of 
the cathode (20). The theory of his experiments may be 
summarized as follows. 
A primary electron produced from the cathode ac-
quires an equilibrium energy in the field after numerous 
collisions. Let the average number of ions produced by 
it per centioetre path length in the field direction be a. 
These newly produced ions· move towards the appropriate 
electrode under the action of the e l ectric field, the new 
electrons producing fUrther ion pairs. If the number of 
free paths in the gap is large and spatially distributed, 
ionization will occur throughout ~he volume. Townsend 
showed that the current at a distance x from the cathode 
J 
was given by: 
= 10 eo.x (Eq. 1. t ) 
( In this thesis the symbol x is used to denote distances 
from the cathode in the direction of the field and 'd' to 
denote the actual separation between the electrodes.) 
The constant a., Townsend's Primary Ionization 
Coefficien~ can be experimentally determined using this 
last expression , since the semi-logarithmic plot of I and 
x has a slope of a. 
In order to discuss the ionization efficiency of 
e~ ctrons, a coefficient ~. is often introduced. ~. is 
~ ~ 
defined as the average number of ionizing collisions an 
electron makes in passing through a potential difference 
of tV in the gas. Assuming that the voltage required for 
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the electrons to reach equilibrium with .the field is 
negligible, the current becomes 
I = I o 
T)'V e ~ 
after passing through a potential difference V, where I 
o 
is th e initial photoelectric current. Taking logarith s 
one can see that 
I log - = T).V 10 ~ 
is a straight line, as can be seen from the region Tl in 
fig 4 . In region To' V is not large enough for the current 
t.o be saturated. The region T2 is explained in section 
1.6.3. Thus one can see that T). is related to Tm'/fisend's 
~ 
~rimary ionization coefficient by the expre s sion 
T). ~ ::. aiE 
1 . 6 . 2 The ~elation between the First Ionization Coefficient and 
Electron Energy 
Assuming that the electron energy is derived 
entirely from the field, the energy should be proportional 
to the field strength and the mean free path of the elec-
trons in the gas, ~; ~, however, is proportional to the 
gas pressure, and the probability of ionization at a 
collision depends upon the electron energy. Thus it can 
be seen that (20) 
a. 
p = 
The classical semi-eopirical formula gives this 
relation as 
= 
A e -R/(E/p) (Eq.1.2) a. p 
where f = l/~o and B = Vi/f..o with ~o as f.. at unit pressure. 
Decause of the nature of the simplifying assumptions made 
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in deriving this expres&ion, and because the probability 
and distribution functions have been neglected in this 
derivation, the calculnted values of A and D do not agree 
with the expe ri mental values. Out by a judicious choice 
of A and 0, experimental values of aip can be made to fit 
this exp r ssion in a limited range of E/p. 
From the fun c tional r ela tionship between aip and 
E/p it is clea r that for a giv en E/p, alp should b e a 
constant and a lso, it is meaningless to talk about a at 
any pressure unless E/p is specified. Thus , when plotting 
the 10gI-x curve, it is necessary to keep E/p constant 
while x is varied . 
The relationship between the mean energy of an 
electron swarm and ~. may be derived as follows. Let 
l. 
N( ~)d~ be the number of electrons in unit volume with 
energLes between ~ and ~ +dt, a nd P .(~) be the probability 
l. 
of ionization by an electron of e nergy ~; then the number 
of ionizing collisions per second per elG ctron of energy 
E- i s given by, 
and th total number of ionizing collisions per unit 
volume in onc second is, 
0(, 
tl21 m r N (E:) E: 1/2 P. (E:) A - 1 d ~ 
o J l. 
But , if the drift v elocity of the elect rons iG v , the 
e 
numb e r of lectrons crossing unit area perpendicular to 
the field per second would be 
cc 
v J N( ~) dt 
o 
which makes th~ total number of ionizing collisions per 
unit volum p r second equal to 
DC 
dV r ~ i dx v e J N (E:) 
o 
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Equating t he se two expressions , the ionisation e fficiency 
comes out to b 
TJ· ~ = 
Further evaluation of TJ i from this can be done only 
if some simpl i fy ing aS8umptiono arc made regarding the 
energy dist ribution . Pi and Ao . For e~ample , assuming the 
ene rgy distribution to be Maxwe llian, A to be independent 
o 
of ~ cnd P.( E) = a(~. - E), whe re a is a constant , ~ 1. 
TJ · ~ 
From 
= 
e n e rgy 
64 
b e lanc e 
( 4 -) - 3 E ·/2 ~ E i + "3 E e .l 
conside rations i n the gas dis -
c ha r ge anothe r exp r ession may be derived for TJ i which c omes 
out to be 
TJ i = ( 1 ~/Ei) + r + Vi 
Vlhe r r i s the ratio of ene rgy losses in exciting colI is ions 
to those i n ionizing c ollisions . Assuming that 
and 
and 
that th 
P (E) 
e 
thct 
TJ· 
.l 
the 
= 
~ - E: i 
a . I 
.ll E-E l 
exc itation p ro bab ility is 
E:- - E- i 
= a 
e VE:- Ee 
e n e;rgy d intribution 
= C exp(-
= 
i~ 
(Druyvesteyn ' s derivation) 
exp (-Bp lE) o 
at low E/p , whi ch is of the same form as that obtained 
mpi rically for a (Eq . l . 2) . 
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1.6.3 Townsend's Secondary Ionization Coefficient 
The r egi on T2 in fig 4 cannot be explained on the 
basis of prima ry ionization c lone, because he re the ~ .... - :1 t 
growth is hyper-exponential, indicat ing the existence of 
on additional process or processes. This is hardly une x-
pe cted since the prima ry electron beam produces ~ot only 
further electrons along its path , but also positive ion5~ 
exc ited atoms and photons. It has a lready been men tioneG 
in section 1 . 2 that a ll these can, under suitable condi·-
tions, libera te e lectrons fr om the gas os well as from 
the c athode . 
Historically, the first of these agencies to be 
inves ti ga ted was positive ions. Townsend essumed t hat the 
positive ions were producing ion pairs in the volume of 
the gas and he introduced 0 coefficient ~ to represen t ~ he 
overage number of ion pairs produced by a positive ion in 
moving unit distance in the field direct.ion, obto Ln ':' :: 3 
expression 
I = (a-~) exp (~- ~)x I o a - ~exp (a-~)x 
~/p depends on the nature of the gas and the E/p value. 
Holst a nd Oosterhuis (21 ) later explained the cur-
vature in terms of the emission of electrons from the 
c athode d ue t o positive ion bombardment. If y. is the 
~ 
overage number of e lectrons released from the cathode du3 
to a single positive io striking it, then for each elec-
tron leaving the cathode~ (ead_l) ions are formed in the 
gap which on returning to the cathode release y.( e ad _1) 
1. 
electrons from it . Let this number be f .• This second 
l. 
generation of electrons results in f.e ad more electrons 
1. 
reaching the anode. But at the some time, f.(e ad_l) ions 
l. 
ore also produced which give rise to 0 further generation 
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of electrons at the cath6de, y.(e~d_1)f. = f~. Thus the 
1. 1. 1. 
total number of electron~ arriving at the anode due to one 
primary electron is, 
e
ad ( l + f. + f~ + f~ + ••• ) 
1. 1. 1. 
So, in the steady state, 
J..... 
I 
o 
= = 
ad 
__ e~ ___ _ 
(1 - f i ) 
which is of the same form as the expression obtained by 
'i'ovmsend, if e ad is. much greater than 1, as is usually the 
~ase . Thus it would appear that the current growth produced 
by assuming e ither of these processes is approximately the 
same . 
The effects of secondary ionization in the gas volume 
and at t e cathode, due to other processes, can be studied 
in a similar manner. Consider first the emission from the 
cathode produced by photons. Assume that e photons , e ner-
getiC enough to p roduce emission from the cathode , ore 
produced by an elect ron moving 1 cm in the field dire ction. 
Then each initial electron produces ee~x dx photons in the 
thickness dx at x, considering primary e~ctron mu ltiplica-
tion . Photons being neutral, are not constrained to move 
in any particular direction by the field and therefore only 
a fraction g (approximately 1/2) of these will reach the 
cathode. If the absorption coefficient is ~ in the gas, 
the number of photons reaching the cathode will be 
e e (a-~ )x dx, from dx, in the sp ecial case where g=lj pro-
c eeding alons the same lines as for positive ions, the 
steady state equation is obtained as , 
I ead 
= -------~-----------------Io 
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The expression for tha effect of netastnbles on the 
c a thode is very similar to this; however, here g wil~ be 
a function of x os the mctostables would tend to diffuse 
to the cathode where their conc entration is zero . Vari-
ation of the secondary coefficient with x could , then, be 
indicative of the presence of metostebles in the discharge. 
Oxygen, the. subject of this investigation , however , does 
not hove any known iraportant metcstoble states . 
An exact onolyais of secondary ionization in the 
gcs due to photons has been given by Dutton et al (22). 
A siraplifie.d derivation given by Little (23) is os follows . 
If e be the number of photons created by an electron in 
moving 1 cra in the field direction, the total number of 
nted by one electron crosaing the gap is photons cr 
~(e a.d - 1 ) • As~uming that they ore created at the anode, 1S 
of them ore, and that 0 fraction g of them move para-
a. 
most 
llel to the field to reach the cathode, the number of 
photoionizations in dx can be seen to be 
where ~ is the total abso~ption coefficient and ~i that 
corresponding to abs.orption leading to ionization . These 
photoelectrons in turn nultiply, and on integration, \, I\ c 
current due to second and later generations of electrons 
is seen to be 
y" e a.d (e (a.-~ ) d -1 ) • 
The steady state curre.nt equation in this case would be 
I a.d e 
= 
ytl ( e(CL- )d I 1 
-1 ) 0 -
where ytl = e g~ i l a. ( a.-~ ) • This is of the some form as the 
othe rs if a. is greater than ~, but if it is no~, then this 
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equation would not explain the upcurving of the 10gI-x 
curves . Tre other possible gaseous secondary pro c esses are 
not v e ry important in practi~e and are not discussed here. 
It is obvious that the different secondary processes 
c annot be distinguished in n study of 1/1 versus x curves 
o 
alone . Also, since the expressions come out to be of a 
v e ry similar form , it is. pos.sible to introduce a generalized 
secondary coefficient w/a. , which is the linear sum of the 
individual coefficients. 
The ~odified equation for the current in the steady 
state , taking into account secondary processes may be 
written as 
a.d 
e (Eq. 1 ~3) 
Since a. = E~. by definition, equation 1.3 can be rewritten l. 
o.s 
= 
1 -
~·v e l. 
w ~.V 
-a ( e l.-l) 
which would directly explain the hyper-exponenti a l growth 
of curre nt with V in the r egi on of T2 in fig 4 . 
1.7 The Breakdown 
Fig 4 shows that for n constant pressure and gcp 
distance, th current increnses to very high vnlues at n 
certain voltage . This behaviour is indicated in equation 
1 . 3 also , where the current should t end to infinity for 
a c e rtain vo.lu e of the gap distance, d, at n given pressure 
and E/p; JL ~an be seen tho.t when thi~ happens, 
...1L ( e a.d _ t) = 1 ( E t 4) 
a. q . • 
and olso that if the external source of primary elect rons 
is r emoved o.t this pOint , i . e . if I is reduced to zero, 
o 
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~he current wil l continue to flow unaffected. This means 
that at this voltage, (or gap distance, es the case may 
be) the discharge in the tube undergoes a transition and 
be comes self-maintaine d . Equation 1.4 in other words, is 
the brea!~down criterion. "'his is v alid for uniforr.l fielGs, 
moderate pressures and constant w/a (whi Ch effectively 
means constant surface conditions) . If the pressure is 
too low, there will not be many primary ionizations occur-
rin ~ in the gas and hence the use of a in equation 1.3 
is not justifiable . If the pressure is too high, there 
will be too many gas excitations for any cathode secondary 
process to be re ally effective. 
1.3 Peschen's Law 
To get the value of the breakdown voltage, or spar-
king potential from the breakdown criterion, ad is written 
Cl. a 
as -. pd and then - is replaced by t.he. expression given p p 
in equation 1.2. Thus one obtains 
v 
s = log 
Bpd 
Apd 
log( 1 +.1) y 
(Eq. t.5) 
Paschen's law (2 4 ) states that the spar~ing poten-
tial is a function of the product o f the pressure and gap 
distance as can be seen from equation 1.5 and has been 
verified by experiments in different gases. Accu rate 
meas urements , however, have revealed deviations from 
Paschen 's lm:r, i . e • variations. in V inde pendent of pd. 
s 
The deviations c an be expl eined on the basis of the finite 
nature of the parallel plate electrodes used, as this 
would lead to loss of electrons, positive ions and photons 
( agents producing secondary ionization) from the gap . 
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.· u..-ther, it ha s been assumed in the derivation of the law 
thu':. wl a. is a function of E/ p only, and so if -:1/ a. does 
dep . d upon p or d, which it often does to some extent, then 
d ev: ations fron the law are only to be expected . 
A minimum for V can be predicted from equation 1.5 
s 
sin~c V should be increasing at high as well as at low 
s 
values of pd . At low pd the logarithmic variation of the 
deno~inator is greater than the linear variation of the 
numerator and therefore V should increase with decreasLng 
s 
pd; on the other hand, the logarithmic term varies very 
slowly at high pd and therefore the sparking potential 
shoul i ncrease alcost linearly with pd at high pd. Thus 
analytical ly, a minim Jm for the V versus pd curve is to be 
5 
expecte d. This Is easily explained on the basis of physical 
principles also. Considering the collisions in the gas, ~t 
very _ow pressures, the probability of collisions is very 
small and so the number of ionizations will be fewer, while 
at high pressures the mean free path of the electrons is too 
small for it t o acquire sufficient energy to ionize by 
c olI. ions. So at both high and low pd,V would have to 
s 
be igh. 
It is o~vious that the s p arking potential will depend 
.,er~1 er':' tieally on wl a. i. e . the gas and the nature of the 
cath e surfac. foigu e 5 sows breakdovm voltage curves 
obtai ned for different cathodes in hydrogen studied by 
L l ewc lyn Jones a nd Henderson ( 25) and f ieure 6 sho\'/S break-
down curves for oxygen and hydrogen obtained by Frlcke and 
for air obtained by Meyer (2 6 ,27). The minimum sparking 
pote tial measurements of Llewellyn Jones and Davies (28) 
show how sensitive they are to the history of the cathode 
surfa ce, i.~. t o the thickness of films, baking, outgas sing, 
I 
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oxidation , flushinc 1ith aas, tc . Davi and Pitch (29) 
have observed a lovering of the wor : function of a copper 
cathode due to the passse of a spa ~ which caused t~ 
minimum sparking potential to dro'p by up t t') 30 volts . This 
wag attributed to positive charg but up on th cathode 
which would obviously reduce t potenti 1 b rri r for 
conduction electrons i n the metal nd wou d th r fore re-
duce the work function of t1 surface. Goz a ( 0 ) has rUT-
ther shown hy formative tine lag s ud es h t th ori"in 1 
su rface conditions of a copp r cat10de re pp ar only af er 
a time interval of about t n aeconds aft r a discharge ~n 
hydrogen. 
1.9 Current Growth in th Presence of E ctron nt 
It is obvious that the 105 of e l ec ron s in produ-
cing negative ions, influences the curr n "ro" h in oxy-
gen and that consequently th current growth quo ion h s 
to be modified. To do this Harrison and Gcba11 (31) 
consider the following three typ a of r act ions 1 ading to 
negative ion formation 1n oxygen: 
t AB + e 
2 AD + e 
3 AB + e 
liD 
A + D (Di sociative prOCess 
A+ + n- + e (Ion pai r production) 
The first two types of reaction ar d s cribed by a 
parameter ~, which is defined in analogy vi h B as the 
number of attachnents per centimetr path of the 1 ctron 
in the field direction . At a constant E~, (ror th numb r 
of attaching colli sions is bound 0 depend on th m an 
electron energy), assumi ng that secondary processes are 
not important, the continuity equations can b written as, 
one +. at· 
on+ + 
at 
an 
-
at 
+ 
one Ye-ax-
v on+ 
+. rx 
on_ 
v 
- rx 
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= 
= 
= 
aN n -"v n e e ., e e 
o,v n 
e e 
with . s.ubscripts e.,+ and - referring t.o elect.rons, positive 
ions and ne~ative ions respe~tiyely and n and v referring 
to numerical density and drift speed in the gas. Solving 
these for steady state conditions. .gives. for the I-x 
characteristic, 
I 
I 
o 
= 
!) (Eq. 1.6) 
a, - 1) 
~hen reaction 3 is predominant, the appropriate 
continuity equations yield the equation 
= 
(0,+ A) o,x e A 
- . , 
0, . 
,vhere A is the parameter describing the third process, 
being the number of pairs of ions produced by an electron 
moving one cm in the direction of the field. 
When all three processes are active, 
I = (a, + A) e(o,-!)x (n + A) 
10 (a, - 1") (a, - 1)} 
These equations have been obtained on the assun ption 
that secondary processes are not il portant. When secon-
dary processes and dissociative a~tachment take place at 
the s3Jlle time, the equation has to be modified to 
a, - 1) 
(E.q.1 .7) I ~ = 
secono'f!'l ejects 
-~--ultoc/;ment 
Current Growth Curves - lodi f ied due to Secondary 
~ ffects and Electron Attachment . 
Fig 7. 
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Figure 7 shows the nature of the logI-x curve when in 
addition to the primary process, attachment takes place 
and secondary processes are present. 
b Probability of Negative Ion 'ormation 
The probability of an electron attaching itself to 
a molecule or atom depends very strongly on the nature of 
the gas and the energy of the electron. The attachment 
probability, h, is defined as the probability that an 
electron will attach itself to a molecule or atom in a 
single collision. h relates the attachment or capture 
cross section to the total collision cross section by the 
equation 
in a 
where 
n = n 
= 
It is easy to 
distance 
dn = 
-u is the 
at x = 
0 
n = 
dx due 
hu 
-- n 
AVe 
mean 
0, 
n 
o 
see that the number 
to attachment is 
dx 
agitation velocity. 
= 
Thus ~ comes out to be equal to 
expression 
hu 
iV' 
e 
= k E e = 
eE A 
a --m u 
of electrons lost 
Assuming that 
Using the 
where ke is the mobility of the electrons and a is a 
constant for a given electron energy distribution, this 
can be rewritten as 
= (Eq 1.8) 
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This is a useful expression enabling onc to corre-
late ~ and capture cross sections, and has been used to 
compare the results of experiments using different tech-
niques. 
1.10 Breakdown in the Presence of Electron Attachment 
Geballe and Reeves (32) discuss the effect of 
attachment on the breakdown of gases starting with the 
current growth equation (1.6) which takes into account 
both secondary processes and electron attachment . As in 
the case of non-attaching gases the threshold for a self-
maintained current is obtained when the denominator of 
the equation is zero, i . e. when 
a - = 
(Eq 1.9) 
It is obvious here that breakdown is possible if a is 
greater than~, irrespective of the values of a,~ and w, 
for sufficiently large pd . But if a is less than ~ or 
equal to it, breakdown is impossible regardless pf the 
value of pd, since under these circumstances, electrons 
are remove~ fro m the gas by attachment as fast as they 
can be pro duced by collision ionization. Since alp and 
Dip are both functions of E/p, and alp increases with E/p, 
there must be a limiting value of E/p below which break-
down ca nnot take place. From eq 1.9, the exact E/p at 
which this happens should be defined by the condition 
a 
p = 
~p 
1 + Y (where y = ~) a 
According to this expression, as pd increases, V /pd 
s 
i.e. R/p at the spar~ing potential should approach the 
limiting value asynptotically. Geballe and Reeves 
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consid~r a nurber of gases where this condition is found 
to hold. They also polnt out that it is valid to assume 
that y is very small for gases at the experimentally 
observed lio iting E/p, so that the condition may be 
wri tten as 
a. 
p = 
!1 
p 
for all practical purposes. 
Crowe and Devins (33) verify the sparking condition 
for Sf'6 and CF2Cl 2 • They have also found that Paschen's 
law is o beyed by a large number of electro-negative gases. 
However, their suggestion of an empirical relationship 
between t he molecular structure and the sparking poten-
tial is probably open to question since it is based on 
the assumption that y do es not vary with E/p, which is 
not all{ays true. 
1.11 Temporal Growth of Current 
The time that elapses between the ins~ant of appli-
cation of the voltage and the oCcUrrence of a spark, is 
lcnown as the time lag and is the sum of two parts. First, 
the statistical time lag which is the time that elapses 
after the voltage Ls applied before an initiatory 
electron appears in the gap, and second, the formative 
time lag wlich is the time taken for the discharge to 
become self maintai~ed after an initiatory electron has 
appeared within the gap. 
The statistical time lag is a random quantity which 
depends on the ~ossibility of ionization in the gas~ for 
e 'ample on the pres Cllce of ul tr ·~.vi o.let radiation, radio--
active material etc, and may of course be reduced to zero 
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if there i s a sufficient amount of suitable radiation .,:1. 
the gap . Experiments on statistical time lags indicate 
that the lower the amount of radiation in the gap, the 
higher the peak value of voltage pulses have to be to 
produce b r eakdown in the same time. 
An approximate theory of the temporal growth of a 
discharge and an expression for the formative time lag 
e . has been given by Druyvestyn and Penn1ng (34). The 
" formative time lag is found to be approximately propor-
tional to l/(V - Vs), where V is the applied voltage and 
(V - Vs) is the "overvoltage". When V = Vs' the forma-
tive time lag approaches very high ~alues . Experimental 
results are nor~ally plotted in the form formative time 
lags versus per~entage overvoltage (V-Vs ).100/Vs , and 
figure 6 shows some typical curves. 
Formative time lag studies are imvortant in gas 
discharges because they are valuable tools in determ~ning 
the relative importance of th~ various secondary pro-
cesses active in the gas under the reJ 0v ant conditions. 
The actual analyses of Bartho'omeyczk, Davidson et~ are 
too involved to give here (35,36), but have been applied 
in this lab~ratory to low pres c ure hydrogen and mercury 
discharges to evaluate the relative importance of the 
secondary processes active !n the discharge(37,38). 
1.12 Conclusion 
An outline has been given of the basi ~ phenomena which 
occur in gas discharges. The work dnscribed in this 
thesis deals with the ionization and attachment processec 
and their effects on breakdown and pre-breakdown cur~ents 
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in uniform fields in oxygen . The next chapter gives an 
account of the theoretical and experimental background 
of the s.tudy . 
CHAPTER 11 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
2.1 Incroduction 
In this chapter i~ is intended to give a summary of the 
work that has already been done on negativ.:e ion formation 
and ioni~t~on processes in oxygen. In many experiments 
these roccsses have be.en s ,tudied s'imultaneously. Most of 
these cxperiments can be broadly c.lassified into two groups, 
depending on w,hcthe.r they make use of a swarm, or a beam of 
eLectrons, and in eae.h of thcs,e methods several different 
experime ntal ~e.hniQucs have. be;cn adopted. 
2.2 Experimental Mcthods 
2.2.1 Expc·r ime nts Us.ing El.ectron Swarms 
a Diffusion Iethod 
Healey and Re d (39) de.scribe. the me'thod used bY' Bail.ey 
(40) and his coIl. agues t .o S'tudy the attachment coe.fficient 
in. oxyge n. Bai lay's. ex-per iment consis;t.:c:d of measuring 
cur nts r c e. i.ved by a series of cle ctrodc.s of whie.h all bu.t 
the las. containe.d a s,li~ through wnich the ions and tile . 
e. l.e e. ons p s sed. The same method has been refined and used 
for he. m a ur men~ of" T) and the Tow.nsend· energy factor kl 
by Hux y, ' Crompt.on and Bogot:. (41) in 1960, whe.re kl is, the. 
ra 0 of th m an agi t,at.ion energy of the elect.rons to the 
mole e.u ar en rgy. They allowe.d a stre am of thermionically 
produe.e d I c ronS', already in a s.teady s·t.a~ of' moti.on in 
an lec~ric f e ld E, to enter n diffusion chamber through 
a small hol in th c.athode, and to move. undc~ the same f"ield 
t.o th anod w.hic:h c.onS'isted of a e.entral dis:e; and t~ 
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annuli. The ratio ~f the current receiv.ed by the inner 
annulus to that received by bot.h annuli together is 
expresse'Cl in terms; of the dimensions. of' t .he apparat.uG, the 
rela ion VelD = 40.29 E/k 1 , and the at..tn.chment coefficient. 
Assuming ~he ionization to be small, t.he expression was 
analyzed a nd values of ~ and kl obtained, for gas pressures 
of a few:' tort'. 
b Electron Filter ,Ict.hod 
Thc electron , filtcr, dev.ised by Lo~b (42), is a grid, 
bc.cv. en alt..ernate wires, of which a high frequency alterna-
ting field may be oppli~d, so thatt from a beam of elec~rons 
.' 
and ions;, thc electronS', arc. s,w:oept awny by it, whi~e the ions 
whic.h ha\!'c' a gre:at.c'r incrt·.in can pass: t .hrough. Bradbury 
(43) us.cd this.; idca in his measUrement, of ~. He hod t,Y.'O 
filters G1 and G2 wh ieh could be inscrted onc' at:. 0 t~mc in 
between a photocnt'hode: and an anode., at known distan'-~.i. 
The el.ectrons; diffusC'd under- n f'ic'ldi maintained uniform by 
guard rings, and the c.urrent, nt t ,he anode. wus; measured w:i th 
G1 in pos;it.ion, with and w.itllout 0 high frequenc.y volt.nge o n 
it; the' procc:dure \V,'O.s; repe:ated for G2 n.ft.c.r ret.r:lcting Gj • 
The radio frequ ncy volt.ngc. w.us adjusted s;o as to produce 
o minimum dis~urbance of the uniformity of the field and 
maximum effic.iency of e,lectron capture. The electron c.urren t , 
in the beam at the fil.t.e.r is gi\ven by the diffe:r~ce in the 
values, of anode currents wi th and \y.'i thou1t the alternating 
v·oltn.ge: on. From the current. values t.hus obtained, the field 
and gas p reSosure va lues and the dimens i .ons of 1the t.uhe, the 
, 
at ta.chmen t. probabi li t~" c.ould be determined, prov i.ded that. 
the e.lcctron drift wcloc:i t'y is: known. Brudbury us:ad gas 
pres s ures of 3 t.o 90 torr and his pyrex apparatus, was baked 
out at 200 0 C which reduce'd his background pres;sure t.o 10-6 
torr. I1is. results; in ox.ygen nr t! ~i\r(!n at. the end of this 
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chapter. 
I~uffel (44) employed the· s,ame type of apparatus; in 1955 
to study T} in dry and humid air gaps; and also in oxygen. He 
used a larger chamber which permitted the: use of higher field 
gradients before the onset of ~orona, and thus enabled him 
to ex.tend the range of elec:tron enc:rgies;. 
Chatterton and Crnggs (45) used the filter method again 
in 196 1 to inves.tigate attachment coefficients. They also 
-6 
obtained a vacuum of about 10 torr and th~ gas employed 
in their investigat.ion waS' spe.ctros'copically pure oxygen. 
Photoelectrons were produced by focuss,ing ultrawiolet light 
on to a platinum coated di.s.c s,et, in the centre of t .he 
cathode. The pressure was s;et.. to be higher than the mini-
mum required for negligible ele~tron diffusion corresponding 
to the E/p valu~ inv~stigated, ranging from 24 torr at 
E/p=0.2 V/cm.torr to 5 to~r OL E/p=30 V/cm.torr. In . 
Bradbury's and juffel's experiments there must have been 
some elect ron diffusion, but the error introduced by the 
loss of negative ions at the filter due to too large a 
voltage on the grid would have tended to cancel out the 
error due to diffusion; the fra~tion of ions collected at 
the filter was considerable in Bradburyta expeTiments. In 
this experiment, a criterion for filter voltage was set for 
the collection of only upto 2% of the negative ions; for any 
lower voltnges the resolution had to be sacrificed to an 
unacc cptabl extent. The filter voltage was also kept low 
enough to prevent the detachment of elec.trons from the 
negative ions which would have produ<::e<1 a sys'tematic low,c-
ring of the measur d T} values. The E/p range cov~red exten-
ded from 3 to 30 V/cm.torr. In addition to the real or 
apparent attachme nt c.oefficient, T} or a-T}, the three-body 
coefficient (s ction 1.3. bill) olso ha,s been investigated 
here. 
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c Tine 0 'light ;,!ethod 
Thes e expe r iment S i nvo 1 ve the meaSUrefalCn t of the tili1e 
dependence of the currents of electrons and negative ions 
as they drift across 0 tube. The three most important 
ex-pe iments in this ~ roup were done in 1952 by Herreng ( £l<i) 
a nd Doehring (47) nnd in 1959 by Chanin, Phelps and 
Diondi ( 3). 
Herreng use d 0 pyrex tube with plane parallel elec-
trod es os \lis ionization chamber with initial ionization 
produced by a be au of x.-rays p ~rallel to the electrodes. 
The x- r ay tub was pulsed 50 times a sec'ond nt 1 !-ls 
dura ion and one of three windows was used to let the x~rayG 
in, t he windows being at different distances from the anode . 
The uniforn field maintained between the electrodeB drove 
al l the ions produced on to the anode in one impulse before 
the next impulse come along. The current at the anode was 
amplified ond displayed on a n oscilloscope. In oxygen (o ~ 
a ny attachi ng ~as ) the current con be expressed in the 
form 
I = 10 exp(-kt ) 
where . cnn be deterni ned from the oscillogram. But k is 
r e lated to the attac hment probability h in a simple manner, 
h = kmE/0.75ev
e
, 
a nd hence he was able to determine the attachment 
coefficient. In the same experinent, IIerreng olso measured 
the drift velocity of electrons. He covered a range of E/p 
from 0 .1 0 20 V/cm.torr, with Ivery carefully purified' 
gas at pressures of a few torr,on its own and mixed with 
Argon. 
Doehrin g measured the ion current reaching the anode 
of er the 1 ctron curr nt hnd virtually died out. He 
deri ed he re atio n , 
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1)vi t 
const. e 
o 
Li being the flight length. He used 
for o <t L 
vi 
for t > 1-
vi 
thermionic electro:1s 
to initiate the ionization. The ions had a grid in their 
path wi ich Dcted as an inlet gate and in front of the 
anode there was a n exit gate. 30th the 'gates' were 
similar in construction and were operated by rectangular 
voltage pulses . Using these grids, pulse generators and 
and a Quartz oscillator, the required time sampling could 
be ac,ieved. Ooehring used the some discharge tube to 
determine the drift v elocity of electrons after modifying 
the circuitry. :Ie r e posi ti ve and negative pealcs of an 
oscillatory voltoO'e were applied to open the inlet and 
exit gotes respectively, so that only electrons with 
their flight times an integral multiple of the half cycle 
zot through both gotes to the anode. The frequency or 
the oscillating voltage was variable in this case. 
Doehring ' s apparatus was made of Jena 20 glass ond bakable 
at 5000C. He used electrodes made of a steel alloy and 
two samples of gases , one produced electrolytically, and 
th e other obtained from industrial cylinders, ofter fur-
ther fractional distillation. 
Chanin , helps and Biondi (48) used 0 method similar 
to th t of j oehring's. They hod photoelectron$ liberated 
in pul es and only one shutter grid to control the arri-
val of ions at the collector (fig 8) . The time of 
openin of the shutter was controlled in relation to the 
electron pulse to study the time dependence of the 
current . Here gain the electron drift velocity could 
be determined. The measurement of 1) as a function of 
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~/p vas carried out i n the range of 0.01 to 10 V/cm torr 
for pure oxygen, and with oxyge n-helium mixtures, the 
lower energy limit was extended even furthe r. 
Schlumbohm's experiments deserve special mention here 
( 49 ), ~inc c hi e L~suhts are the first to cover the sip 
range ~reater tha n 70 V/Cf,1 torr, after I'a rl I,&a"sch's 
(50) . Schlumbohm looked at electron avalanches between 
plane pa r allel electrodes of 21 cm diameter with gap 
distances u pto 4 . 7 CfI , enclosed in a glass vessel, at 
gas pressures of 0.01 to 5 torr. His e lectrons were pro-
duced photoelectrical ly by a pulsed light source (about 
15 ns duration) a nd diffused across to the anode where 
the current was sub j e cted to wide-band amplification and 
di sp l ayed on an o s cillo ~ copo . From the positive ion 
current at time t 
= 
eno 
~ (exp ad - exp av+t) 
+ 
Where T = d/v+, the ion transit time which can be 
+ 
measured, a and v+ were de termined. Diffusion was neg-
l ected here, as the drift energy was very large compared 
to the di ffusion energy. 
d Microwave Cavity Methods 
A.t extremely low E/p' s the electron loss rate in the 
afterglow of a pulsed microwav e discharge can be used to 
study diffusion coefficients, recombination coeffiCients 
and, un er specia l conditions, also the attachmen~ co-
efficients . The method originally sug"ested by Biondi 
( 51) has been employ ed by ~~ lcahy et al (52) and Chantry 
(53) in oxyse • 
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e Townsend Meth od 
The equation for current growth between parallel 
plates has ee n derived in the last chapter, and for an 
ele c tronegative eas , neGlecting secondary effects, it is 
= 
As has been mentioned a lready, from a measurement of the 
steady state currents at di ff erent dls it is possible to 
compute t he value s of a and~. On the other hand , the 
continuity equations may be solved for the temporal or 
non-steady state, and the resulting current growth equa-
tion can be used i n the determination of the attachment 
coe ff i cient. T is is referred to as the avalanche method. 
Using the Townsend me thod , Masch obtained a curve of 
alp as a function of E/p in oxygen as early as 1932. 
His expe rimentc l tube for low pressures ( less than 1/2 
on atm.) was of glass and he used zinc electrodes at 
separations of 0 few mm. Oxygen obtained in steel cy-
l i n de r s was used after drying with P205 and the pressures 
were measured on a mercury manometer . He used the Town-
send r elationship to calculate a without taking a~tach­
ment into consideration in an E/p range of 30 to 500 
V/cm torr. ' or E/p less the n 70 V/cm torr his results 
would be in con s iderable e rror, of course, as the attach-
ment co e f f icient is still significant in the range 
30 <.. E/p < 70 V/c m torr. (For this reason, his results 
a r e presen ted only f o r 2/ p > 50 V/Cr.1 torr in the results 
section.) Mas ch conducted his experio ents in aLr and 
nitro ge n a lso, and with nitrogen , he tried tvrO samples: 
one from steel cYlinders and the other, an ' absolutely 
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pure' sa~ple produced by heating a nitride of sodium. 
From thes e he concluded that the purity of the sample has 
no effect on the ionization coefficient and therefore, 
one ga thers , did not attempt to purify his other gases 
a ny further . None of his gases could have been very pure 
in fact, as they we re a l l mercury contaminated. 
The most important experiments in the steady state 
in oxygen have bcen those of Harrison and Ge balle (31) 
and Pr asad and Craggs (54 ). Both se ts of experiments 
cov e r ed ro ueh ly the same E/p range - a few tens of V/cm 
torr - though t he pressures at which the experiments were 
carried out we r e different. 
Ho rrison and Geballe used polished copper electrodes 
of 9 cm diameter with contoured edges. The a no de was 
perforated' :ith a large number of holes in the midd le. 
The c a thode was mounted on a nut and screw which 
allowed d to be varied between 0 and 4 cm, by means of an 
iron a rmature and external magnet. Photoelectrons were 
liberated from the c a thode by the normal incidence of 
ultraviolet light. A coating of 'dag' on the walls provi-
de~ ~ equipotential surf uce which could be kept at any 
potential desL'-ad , so th a t diffusion to the wal ls could 
be kept to a minimum . The py rex vessel holding the 
assembly was a five litre flask which could be baked at 
o -5 400 C and the background pressure wa s found to be 10 
torr after baking. Oxygen ,vas produced by the decomposi-
tion of thre e compounds, HgO , Kl\In04 ,and Mn02 , and purified 
with liquid nitrogen traps. The gas was never permitted 
to break down. Current measurements were made at diffc_ 
r ent gap distances for the same E/p. The E/p range was 
roughly 25 to 65 vi cr.} torr at 11 to 40 torr pressure. 
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Prasad and Craggs used a pair of dural electrodes 
a s well as platinuf.1 ones in their experiment.al tubes . 
Photoelectrons were p roduced from the cathode by vertical 
illumina tion through a perforated anode. The tube was of 
80 litres cap city, giving background pressures of 10-5 
torr . Pra sae (5 5 ) has described the apparatus in detail 
in connection nith similar experiments done in air. The 
intensity of the ultrnviolet lamp was monitored by a photo-
cell incorporate d in the assembly . The gas pressure was 
measured on an oil manometer at lower pressures and on a 
manometer with metal bellows at higher pressures. A rigidly 
supported micrometer measured the gap distance to ±0.005 mm 
while the ionization currents were measured by an electro-
meter bridge and were reproducible to 5%. An E/p range of 
30 to 50 V/cm torr was covered at pressures of 60 and 150 
torr with the dural cathode, an d 100, 150, 200, 300 and 600 
torr with the platinum electrodes. Breakdown voltages were 
also measured in this experiment using both cathodes at 
pressures of 150, 300,and 700 torr. The secondary coeffi-
cient \las calculated from prebreakdown currents at E/p 
greater than 45 V/co torr for the dural cathode while it 
was obtained in both cases from the brealc.down cri te r.ion 
(eq. 1.9). 
The results of Prasad and Craggs are .in fair agree-
ment with those of Harrison and Geballe as can be seen 
from fig 11 in section 2.4 . 
2.3.2 Experime nts Using Electron Beams 
The formation of ions has been studied by several 
worlc.ers using well-collimated beams of electrons of known 
energy in gases at low pressures. The most important of 
these experiments are outlined in this section. 
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a Lozier Tube 
Lozier devised this method to study positive and 
negative ion formation in several gases (56). His appa-
ratus (57) consisted of a field-free collision chamber in 
which the gas under consideration was maintained at a 
-5 pressure of the order of 10 torr and through which a 
narrow beam of electrons - confined by slits outside, 
and an axial magnetic field inside the collision chamber -
was passed. At the other end the electrons escaped from 
the chamber and were collected on a plate kept slightly 
positive with respect to earth, while the ions produced 
in the chanber were drawn out by a set of vanes which 
were concentric with the axis of the tube, and collected 
on a cylindrical electrode. 
Absolute cross sections for the production of nega-
tive ions are measured in this method by a comparison of 
the yield with that of a known positive ion. The electron 
affinity may be determined from energy considerations, 
provided that the dissociation energy of the molecule, the 
total kinetic energy of the products of dissociation, the 
appearance potential of the ion considered and any changes 
in internal energy involved are known. 
eraggs, Thorburn and Tozer (58) have used this 
arrangement with slight modifications to study attachment 
in several gases. Fig 9 shows the schematic diagram of 
their apparatus. A , tungsten fil~ment produced electrons 
which were accelerated up to about 40 eV and limited by 
slits before their entry into the collision chamber. The 
magnetic field used was about 200 gauss. The inner set(l) 
of concentric vanes was maint.ained at earth potential, 
while the outer set (0) had a drawout potential applied 
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on it. The cylindrical electrode (H) collected the ions 
while G acted as a guard . If the kinetic energy of the 
ions is to be measured, a retarding potential is app lied 
to the cylindrical electrode , while for cross section 
measurements the potentials of 0 and H are kept the same. 
The electron beam energy was varied to determine the 
minimum energy r equired for t he production of a specific 
ion as well as ahe relative efficienci es of producing 
ions of 0 specific kinetic energy. By reversing the po-
larity of the draw-out potentials, positive or negative 
ions could be studied, obviously. The ions collected in 
this method were only those which h ave directions of 
motion within about 120 of the perpendicular to the axis, 
because of the gconetry of the vanes. This has the inhe-
rent disadvantage that angular anisotropies which accom-
pany dissociative attachment will introduce large errors 
in the results. 
Asundi, Craggs and ~:urepa (59) us'ed a Lozier type 
tube again in 1963, in what was virtually a repetition of 
the experiment of Tozer et al (SS) : One of the improve-
ments was, however, regarding the collector volta 3e, 
Realizing that the efficiencY of the collector depended 
on the }{.lnetic e ergy of the ions collected, Tozer ' et al 
had used appropriate potentia Is on the collector in the 
inverse ratio of the kinetic energy of the ion. This, 
however, meant Q correction for the collection efficiency 
for high energy ions owing to the small potentials applied 
in the presence of t he magneti c field. Asundi et al used 
a collecting potential sufficient to overcome the rn~g­
netic field in all cases and the collection efficiencies 
were normalized using a correction factor which had been 
t II . 
a. ' i . ' 53 ~4 E ::J 
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evaluated. In addition to the LozLer tube, a Tate and 
Smith type of apparatus (described in the next section) 
was also used by these authors . 
Buchel Nikova (60) made measurements on oxygen, 
water vapour and othe r gases in an experimental set-up 
very similar to t at of Lozier's; however, she did not 
use vanes perpendicular to the electron beam direction, 
so her results would be free from angular discrimination 
effects which are inherent in Lozier's measurements. 
b Tate and Smith Apparatus 
Tote and Smith (61) used a tube with two compart-
ments, eoch of vrhich was pumped separately (see fig 10). 
The filament F produced the electrons which pass through 
Sl and 52 to the accelerating field between SS and S4. 
A constant potential difference ~ applied between F and 
Sl and between S2 and S3 so that the total electron cur-
rent is independent of the accelerating voltage. A sole-
noid around the tube prodUCed D field of a few hundred 
gauss to prevent scattering of the electrons. The Lons 
produced Vie • collect.ed by the plate P1 with a guard ring 
G. The collector voltage was as low as 4 V for el~ct~ons 
of energy up to 4500 eV. (The validity of this v.ru; quc-~':.':' C :.:l~cl 
recently (62». Ionization a nd attachment cross sections 
are calculated using the formula, 
i+ T 
-ie 273 
Q = 
where L is the length of the collector and the other 
symbols have their usual meaning. Hassey and Burhop have 
suggested that the effect of the axial magnetic field on 
the path length of the electrons would introduce a fai~ly 
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large e rror in the r e sults (63), but Asundi shows ~ 
that the increase in path length in this experiment would 
in fact be negligible (64). 
Schulz's (65 ) apparatus, based on similar principles, 
employed a retarding potential difference electron cur-
rent a nd was designed to collect all the ions formed, 
irrespective of their kinetic energy and angular distri-
bution. The system was b~able, giving background pres-
sures of 10-9 torr. A magnetic field was used to align 
the e lectron beam in the collision chamber which also 
housed the cylindrical electron and ion collectors. Dif-
ferential pumping was employed to keep the purity of the 
gas high in spite o f the hot filament . The positive ion 
cros s sections we r e assumed and therefore, only the ratio 
of the positive a nd negative ion currents had to be mea-
sured to c a lculate the negative ion cross sections. 
I n addition to the Lozier apparatus, Asundi et 
al ( 59 ) als o use d a Tate and Smith apparatus. The expe-
-4 
rimental pressure was about 10 torr with a suitably 
a ccelera t e d electron beam passing through it, collected 
by a co lle ctor plate . The ion collector plate collects 
all the ions that a re formed, and not just a fraction as 
in the Lozi e r tube. The pressure was measured on a 
~cLeod gauge and the absolute cross sections calculated 
from the formula quoted on the previous page. Asundi et 
al d e termine d not only attachment cross sections but also 
ionizatio n cross sections in his experiments. 
neam expe rime nts have the advantage of using mono-
energetic electrons, but a hot filament has to be used 
and the expe rime ntal pressures have to be quite low, so 
that v e ry low ba ckground pres~ures are quite essential 
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for high gas purity and differential pumping is often 
necessary. The experimental data obtained from these 
experihlents are discussed in the next three sections along 
with t hose obtained from the other experiments described in 
this section. 
2.4 Experimental Data on Primary Ionization Coefficient 
Experi~ental data on ~rs in oxygen appear to be 
mainly in the region 30 < E/p < 50 V/cm torr. At low E/p 
the ionization processes are far less predoninant, of 
course, than electron attuchment processes and this explains 
the accumula tion of data on ~ with hardly any on a, in the 
region 0< E/p <. 30 V/cm tOl'r. For example, Kuffel (44) uses 
the expression 
12 
= 
which 'does not allow for the formation of new electrons 
by ionization~ to determine ~, while a is considered to be 
merely a correction term, even when the 'correction' turns 
out to be more than 100%. 
~asch (50) obtained a wide range of the ionization 
coefficients in oxygen using a Townsend type apparatus. 
This was the first set of results to be published in this 
region since those of Townsend himself (20). Harrison and 
Geballe (31) used the Townsend method again in 1952, but 
they measured a and ~ simultaneously using a curve-fitting 
technique employine equation 1.6. In 1961 Prasad and Craggs 
(54) published their results which agree reasonably well 
with those of Harrison and Geballe (figure 11), but the 
agreement nith the results of Masch is not very cood , pos-
sibly because Maschts values have not been corrected for 
attachmen~ . This is apparent from the fact that in the 
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higher Rip region where attachuent is almost negligible, t h e 
agreen ent is ~u ite good . 
Sc lumboh . ( 49) has . ete r r:lined a.' s fo r oxyge n (as 
well as many other gases) in the range 60 <: Rip < 2000 vi cm 
torr from annlyses of oscillograms of electron avalanches. 
Conside ring the different techniques used, and the time 
interval of 32 years between the two investigations, the 
agreerJent between the results of Schlumbohm and r.ias ch is 
remarkable. (Figure 12). 
The ionization cross sections have recently been 
measured by Asundi , Craegs and Kurepa (59) using electron 
beams in the energy range of 13 to 90 eVe This was done 
with both a Lozier type apparatus and a Tau and Smith type 
apparatus. 
2.5 Experioental Data on the Attachment Coefficient 
The r e is a g r eat quantity of data available on ~ in 
the lower E/p region , but unfortunatel~ they do not all 
agree very well with each other. This is hardly surprising, 
however, when one takes into account the widely different 
tec1niques use d . 
In the region 0 < E/p <: 50 vi e n torr, a two body 
attachment p rocess 
) 0;::: ') o + 0- + le. e. 
was assumed to take place right up until 1959, when the ex-
periments of Chanin , Phelps and Biond i (48) estab lished that 
in this region ~p is a pressure dependent process up to an 
E/p of 3 vlc torr . They also establ i shed that in this 
region ~/p2 is a pressure independent function indicatLng 
a three body attachment process of the type 
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0; + X + k.e. 
This pressure dependence of rVP below E/p = 3 V/cm torr was 
not known to or investigated by earlier expericenters and 
therefore, below this K/p their results of ~/p are not sig-
nificant. Chanin et al also measured the effectiveness of 
other gases like nitrogen and helium in playing the part of 
the third body required in the above process . They found 
a ma ximum for the three body attachment at an average elec-
t .ron energy of about 0·01 eV . figure 13a is. a s umr.1ary of 
their results . ~he pressure dependence of ~/p has been veri-
fied since by Chatterton and Craggs (4S). 
The variation of ~/p with E/p has been investigated 
by a fair number of workers (see fig 13b). De Bitteto and 
Fisher ( 66 ) confined their experiments to the region where 
a = ~ and they found that the critical E/p for this was 
3S.6 V/cm torr. Harrison and Geballe (31) covered the re~on 
20< R/p <. 70 V/ cm torr and the results of Prasad and Craggs 
agree with these reasonably well in t h e region vTh,ere they 
overla p , vi z 30< E/p< 60 V/cra torr. Llewe llyn Jones, Dutton 
and r': organ ( G7) publish resul ts i n the region 34< E/p < 39 
V/C ;} torr, whi ch are less than half the rnognitude of the 
others . However, no explanation for the lower values has 
been giv en . 
The norro.olized cross section for for .ation of 0-
ions by the dissociative attachment process has been obtained 
by Schulz ( 6S ), CraS0s , Thorburn and Tozer (SO), Buchel ' Nikova 
(60) and AsundL, eragBs and Kurepa (59 ) in recent years. 
These are all results from beam experiments (described in 
previous section s ). The agreement among these authors is 
very g ood indeed as regards the appearance potential 
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corresponding to an energy 0 4 .6 eV and the energy for maxi-
mum cross section at 6 .7 eV e The maximum cross section 
itself come s out to be 1.3 x 10-18 cm2 in all the experi~enm 
except t~at of Cracgs et a l (2·25 x 10-8 cm2 ). Fig 13c 
shows the results of 5chulz and Craggs et al. 
Ion pair formation is possible in oxygen ut electron 
energies above 17 eV: 
e + + + e 
The dissociation energy of 02 is 5·1 eV while 13·6 eV is 
require d to ionize un oxygen atom. But the electron affinity 
of the aton, 1·5 eV is released in capturing the electron, 
and thus the threshold for tlis reaction come s out to be 
17.2 eVe This has been experimentally verified by Lozier 
with the retarding potential method in 193 4 (68) and Hagstrum 
and Tate (69) using a mass spe ctrograph Qethod. 
2.6 Dreakdown Voltaues 
Fricke's curves (26 ) appear to be the earliest pub-
lished for the relationship between sparking potentials and 
pd in oxy gen . He used iron electrodes a nd covered the pd 
range of 0·2 to 12 c~ torr at pressures of a few torr. His 
results are given in fig G. This gas could not have been 
very pure, becuuse of the poor vacuum techniques used, but 
this is further discussed in Chapter 5. 
De Bitteto a d Fisher ( 66) chose the value of Ejp 
where a. = 1), for their investigatl.on of the breakdown pheno-
menon in oxygen. At this value, the breakdown condition 
becomes y.pd.a. = 1. The "lalue of y at an E/p of 3514 V/cm 
torr has been reported by them as 0·045 for a nickel cathode 
at gas pressures of the order of 300 torr. The not too high 
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values of V in oxygen in spite of the loss of electrons 
s 
froD the avalan c he due to attacl1nent are here attributed to 
the large secondary coefficient nhich seems to compensate 
for t his. 
Prasad and Crazgs (54-) have investigated the vari-
ation of V over a pd range of 50 to 1200 CD torr in oxygen 
s 
with platinum and d ural cathodes. Their results are given 
in fi e ure 14. They 1ere able to deduce the values of the 
second a ry coeff icient in two ways : by esti lating the effects 
of y on the upc rving part of the log I vs d curve and by 
making use of tle breakdown criterion and sparking potenticl 
measurements, the values obtained in both these nethods 
seeoing to agree quite well. 
2 . 7 Conclusions 
11hile there is a considerable amount of data avai-
lable for some regions of electron energies for both the 
ionization and attachment coefficients, it is obvious that 
there is a great deal of discrepancy among the results and 
also there are several regions where more work still needs 
to be done, particularly in the region E/p> 50 vi cm to rr . 
It was with these facts in mind that the work described in 
this thesis was undertaken. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
3.1 Int.roduction 
Townsend's method was adopted to ~nvestigate the 
discharge phenomena in oxygen referred to in section 1.10, 
i.e. pre-breakdown currents and sparking potentials were 
measured. For convenience the apparatus used in this 
investigation has been divided into four sections, the 
vacuum system including the manifold, the gas supply, 
the experimental tube and the electrical equipment. 
3.2 The Vacuum System 
The vacuum system was made of pyrex glass. A con-
ventional rotary oil pump was used as a backing pump 
\vhile a boat containin5 phosphorous pent.oxide prevented 
water vapcu. getting to the rotary pump. The high 
vacuum was produced wit.h a Jencon three-sta~e mercury 
diffusion pump. \Grease taps were used only on the higher 
pressure side of the diffusion pump while liquid nit.rogen 
traps were used immediately above the diffusion pump to 
prevent mercury vapour contaminating the high vacuum side. 
The manifold was mounted above the cold traps. 
In the earlier part of t i e work, a Penning gauge 
positioned under the manifold was incorporated in the 
system, between the traps and the manifold. The Penning 
gauge wa s made in the laboratory and it consisted of a 
double cathode ade of nickel sheet cut into Circles of 
1 cm diameter and kept apart at a distance of about a cm 
with a nickel ring shaped anode between them. A magnetic 
field of 600 r.auss was applied normal to the plates by a 
A Bayard-Alpert Ionization Gauge 
Figure 16. 
A Typical tani fold 
( Photograph taken with tube 5 mounted) 
Figure 15. 
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small permanent nagnet, while the potential difference bet-
ween the anode and a cathode was 2 kV. This arrangement 
-3 -6 
should read pressures of 10 to 10 torr, but owing to the 
weakening of the magnetic field the pressure readings were 
found to be inaccurate on comparison with the results of the 
Alpert gauge and therefore, the Penning gauge was not includ-
ed in later vacuun circuits. 
The backing pump produced pressures of the order of 
-3 10 torr while the mercury diffusion pump could produce 
pressures as low as 10-7 torr. 
3.3 The r.:anifold 
The manifold was connected to the pumps through a con-
striction which could be sealed off to isolate the manifold. 
~ig 15 shows a typical manifold. The constituents of the 
manifold were the experimental tube, an Alpert gauge and a 
getter tube, the whole assembly being bakable at 440 oC. 
The Dayard-Alpert gauge (70) was used as a pressure 
measuring instrument (in high vacua ) and also as a pump. The 
gauges used in the earlier circuits were constructed in the 
laboratory (see fig 16). A commerc.ial seven pin pinch was 
us.ed to mount the cathode and the grid, two directly heated 
cathodes being provided, in case one bUrnt out, though only 
one was used at a time. These were made of fine tungsten 
wire mounted on nickel supports. The grid was again fine 
tungsten wire, wound round a copper former at roughly six 
turns per centimetre and Slot welded on to three nickel rods. 
These acted as support.s for the grid for mounting it on the 
pinch in between the two cathodes. The anode was a very fine 
tungsten wire, often etched to get it finer, placed along the 
axis of the grid structure and was suspended by a tungsten 
seal from the glass envelope . The pinch was then drop-sealed 
on to the envelope. The pumping action is described by 
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Schwar%z (71) who points out that the major part of the 
pumping is done by the walls of the tube. The gauge when 
used C9 a pu@p is able to reduce the pressure in a sealed 
-8 
off manifold to below 10 torr . 
In l a ter experiments, commercially constructed 
Alpert gauges ( rl1ullardIOG.- I2.) were used . With the grid 
kept at -24 V and the anode at 144 V with respect to the 
cathode, the p ressure in the system was given by 
p = ..!..~ 12 la 
where I an d I a re tle anode and grid currents respec_ g c. 
tively. The filament current was supplied by a regavolt 
cnd the voltages on grid and anode supplied by dry 
batteries with suitable toppings . 
The getter tube was just 0 glass tube sealed at both 
ends with a pumping arm and containing barium getters . 
These were spot-welded on to a nickel rod which wes pro-
vided with "legs" such that the getters did not touch the 
walls of the tube: otherwise they could i\ave cracked the 
tube when they became red hot. Provided the getters had 
been out-gassed very thoroughly beforehand, they. were 
capable of bringing the pressure down by almost on order 
of magnitude after the system had been sealed off at 
lo-7 torr • 
The manifold was provided with a side arm containing 
a "pig's-tail" breaker, in case it had to be pumped again 
after sealing off. The breaker was made by closing one 
end of a glass tube after drawing it very thin and narrow 
and also butt-joining the tube on to another tube. An 
iron slug~nclosed in glass tubing to prevent the ' metal 
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outgassing ) was moved magnetically to break the pig's-tail 
when necessary. 
The connection between t he l anifold and the gas 
supply was also through a pi g 's-tail breaker which could 
be opened at will. 
3.4 The Experimenta l Tube 
The expe ri Jental tube consists mainly of the elec-
trode assembly, a side tube to hold a gold bead in the 
ca se of tubes using evaporated gold film electrodes, and 
a quartz window (fig 17). 
3.4.1 Electrode Assembly 
The first four experimental tubes use ~ evaporated 
fiin electrodes While t.t.e final onc had u pLJir (11' solid 
platinum electrodes. The glass substrates for the gold 
film e lectrodes were prepared by melting hard glass rods 
on to carbon r.loulds and pressing them flat. rThen the 
required s hape had been formed in the mould, a very hot 
but tiny flame was appli.ed to one spot on the disc and 
a tungsten rod was pushed in until it just got through 
the whole thickness. A length of glass rod was also 
joined on at this stage to facilitate the final mounting 
of the electrode system and the whole electrode was 
annealed. This procedure \'las adequate to make the anode, 
cathode and the guard ring. 
The surface of the electrodes was far from smooth on 
their removal from the carbon block. It was ground suc-
cessively with different grades of carborundum powder 
and finally with Jewellers' Rouge to get it as smooth as 
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possible. The edges could still be rather jagged and 
sometim~s had to be filed down. The oxide layer is re-
moved from the tungsten rod also in the process, and so 
as to keep it conducting, a drop of aquadag was placed 
on it. Except for tube 3 the cathodes were all of 2.5cm 
diameter with a guard ring of width 0.5 c m around them, 
and the anodes were 3.6 cm in diameter . The electrodes 
of tube 3 had an overall diameter of 4.5 cm. 
The cathode was then placed within the guard ring 
and the two joined together by means of the projecting 
glass rods. This joint was softened and the structure 
forced against a plane surface so that the two surfaces 
lay in the same plane and the cathode was arranged 
symmetrical within the guard ring. By moving the anode 
perpendiculnrly with respect to the cathode the gap dis-
tance was varied. Thus it was necessary to get the 
anode parallel to the cathode assembly. This was achiev-
ed by passing the glass rod (fixed normally to the anod~ 
through a glass tube and bending the other end twice at 
right angles to form a 'U'. An iron slug enclosed in 
glass tubing was fixed on at the end of this, so that it 
could be operated magnetically from the outside. (The 
iron slug being heavy also ensured that the rod rested 
in the tub~ for all values of the gap distances 
so that the plane of the anode remained the same in all 
positions. In the case of tube 5 where platinum elec-
trodes were used, the wCi3ht of the anode tended to tilt 
the iron slug upwards for small gap distances, but 
equilibrium could be restored by applying a small mag-
netic field to increase the downward force on the iron 
slug.) A connection from the glass tube which acted as 
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"rails", to the pinch ensured that the system was firmly 
fixed. Except in the case of tube 3, where the diamete~ 
of the electrodes were too large, the cathode assembly 
was also supported from the pinch. The cathode support 
for tube 3 had to be supplied from the envelope . This 
support was softened in all cases to get the cathode 
parallel to the anode in its equilibrium plane. 
The electrical connections to the anode were made 
through the pinch . The cathode and guard ring had 
connections made to them directly through the envelope, 
because had they also been connected to the pinch, there 
could have been sparking over between the wires at high 
voltages . All electrical connections through the 
envelope were achieved by means of tungsten seals with 
spot welded nickel ribbons connecting them to the elec-
trodes . 
3.4.2 The Quartz Window 
The quartz window was positioned so that ultravio!e~ 
light would fall at grazing incidence on the cathode 
from a suitably positioned mercury lamp . To join it on 
to the hard glass envelope, a quartz to pyrex graded 
seal was used. 
3 . 4 . 3 The Gold Bead 
The preparation and mounting of the gold bead was a 
lengthy and tedious process. A few inches of fine gold 
wire was wound on a notch made of tungsten wire spot 
welded on to strong niclcel supports. This was mounted 
in a glass envelope through which a steady stream of 
hydrogen was passed (and burnt at the outlet). A 
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current was passed through the tungsten frame and gradu-
ally increased, until the gold wire melted and formed a 
bead. The bead was further heated and kept mobile for 
about a minute for further reduction of any Lmpurities 
by the atmosphere of hydrogen. The cooled bead was 
mounted in a side tube of the experimental cube by two 
more tungsten seals . The mounting had to be arranged 
so that it was symmetrically between the electrodes at 
their maximum separation, and low enough to get a good 
coating of g01d on the electrodes, while on the other 
hand,. i .t had t.o be not so low as to produce field dis-
tortion by its presence . 
The deposition of the gold film on to the glass 
substrate was carried out in ultra high vacuum by Joule 
heating at a current of about 10 A. A movable iron slu g , 
prepared in the usual manner, was used to provide an 
optical window on the side of the tube, so as to facili-
tate the measurement of gap width. During the evapora-
tion of the film, thLs was held in the posit.ion of the 
window by a small permanent magnet outside the tube . 
The film deposited on the walls of the tube was used 
as an electrical screen and was earthed by means of a 
t ,ungsten seal. A shield formed of a small piece of 
nickel sheet and suitably spot welded on to the bead 
assembly prevented the film from being deposited on t.he 
pinch, thereby short circuLting the high voltage supply 
(to the anode) and earth. 
3.4.4 Tube 5 
Tube 5 had platinum electrodes. This meant that the 
construction of the tube was a great deal easier, there 
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being no gold bead to prepare, position and evaporate, 
though the platinum electrodes did have to be outgossed. 
The electrodes thenselves were of 3.6 c m diameter (in-
cludine the guard-ring) and were machined to order by 
Johnson, f.:.atthey and Company. They all had "tags " on 
them which were bent back to be norma l to the plates and 
which were used for providing the mechanical support for 
the electrodes and for spot welding the electrical 
connec~ions to them. The mechanical support was provid-
ed in the following way: tungsten rods with a bead of 
glass at one end, were spot welded on to two diametri-
cally opposite tags and a short glass rod was fused on 
to the beads so that it formed a bar across the electrode; 
another glass rod was then joined on to the middle of 
this bar normally to the electrode. The assembly there-
after was exactly the same as for the other tubes, except 
for the fact that two iron slugs were needed instead of 
one, to balance the weight of the electrodes in this 
case. The envelope was also similar t.o the previous 
ones, only the side-arm carrying the gold bead was no 
longer necessary. 
3.5 The Gas Supply 
Several vacuum systems had to be constructed and 
tried before a satisfactory one was obtained. Originall~ 
oxygen produced in the laboratory by electrolysis of 
barium hydroxide solution in distilled water was used, 
but later on spectroscopically pure oxygen supplied by 
the British Oxygen Company replaced this. A silver 
diffus i on tube for the purification of the oxygen was 
thought desirable but found impractical. The details of 
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this part of the vacuum system are described in this 
section. 
3.5.a Pumping 
The same rotary oil pump that was mentioned in sec-
tion 3.2 was used to pump the gas side also, to backing 
pressures. This was a perfectly adequate arrangement, 
whi le being economical and compact . The phosphor~us 
pentoxide trap was also shared, though a separate three-
stage Jencons mercury diffusion pump was used to reach 
high vacua. Unfortunately grease taps could not be 
avcided altogether on this side of the vacuum system, 
but Apiezon N grease ,vhich has a vapour pressure of only 
-8 10 torr at room tenperature was used on the taps. 
Freezing traps were used on the gas side also, to stop 
mercury vapour contaMinating the rest of the system. 
3.5.b Gas Supply System 1 
The first vacuum system designed and constructed is 
shown in fig 18a. The oil manometer contained silicone 
fluid oil, with one arm connected directly to the pumps 
and the other one to an air leak and the voltameter 
through grease taps. The oxygen from the voltameter was 
passed through phosphor0us pentoxide traps to dry it 
before it could get to the silver thimble. The other 
side o f the silver thimble was connected to the nanifold. 
To measure the pressure of the gas in the manifold, a 
spira l gauge was used, the spiral being connected to the 
manifold and the outer tube to the air leak. 
(i) Silver Diffusion Tube 
These were supplied by Johnson, Matthey and Company 
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and were made of silver tubin~ of about 1 mm bore ; the 
length was about 90 mm with one end closed and the open 
end joined to a piece of platinum tubing of the same bore, 
15 mm long. The platinum was sealed on to a piece of 
lead g lass tubing which was joined via a graded seal to 
a pyrex tube. The coils for electrical heating were spot 
welded on to t .... : o pins of a commercial pinch and the pinch 
drop-sealed on to an envelope ,vith a pumping arm and an-
other arm to talce the silver tube. The joint between the 
hard glass tube leading to the silver tube and the side 
arm of the envelope was achieved by means of an internal 
seal, and is shown in fig l8b. The tube was arranged so 
that it lay along the axis of the heating coils. At 
first a length of about 9" of platinum wire was used as 
the heater coil but as the tube refused to diffuse any 
appreciable amount of oxygen even when the curren t was 
sufficient to deposit black platinum all over the tube 
and eventually to burn out the Wire, another tube had to 
be constructed. This was done on similar lines as those 
o f Whetten and Young (72). The ma in difference between 
this and the previous tube was that here the heating 
element was a 20 mil nichrome wire with six turns per 
inch. The coil was s upported by letting it rest on a 
ceramic rod suspended by two hooles on a thick niclcel rod. 
The diffusion rate is quoted as only 0.5 c.c./hr/cm2/mm 
thickness at a temperature of 7000 C and a pressure 
difference of 1 atmosphere (73) and is very much lower 
for lower temperatures. In the pyrex system used, it did 
not seem very safe to go very much beyond 5000 C, with air 
cooling provided for the glass envelope by means of a 
compressor. As the life of the coil turned out to be 
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much shorter than the time it took for any appreciable 
build up of pressure in the manifold, this arrangement 
had to be discarded finally. The heater current for both 
tubes was supplied from a "regavolt.". 
(ii) Spiral Gauge 
The spiral gnuge is a useful instrument for the 
measurement of pressures where grease taps, manometer 
oil etc have to be avoided. It works on t .he principle that. 
the twist of a coi.l of thi.n glass tubing changes when the 
pressure inside the spiral is different from that outside 
it. The spiral was connected to the manifold, in this 
case, and the outer tube to the manometer. The suspen-
sion of the spiral carries a small mirror on it, so any 
deflection can be magnified several times by a suitable 
lamp and scale arrangement in conjunction with the 
mirror. With any pressure in the manifold, the air-leak 
arrangement could be used to let air into one arm of the 
previously evacuated manometer, till there was null 
deflection recorded on the scale. Now the pressure in-
side and outside the spiral should be equal and (ould be 
read off the manometer direetly. 
3.5.c Gas Supply System 2 
The system described in the last section had to be 
modified after the abandoning of the silver diffusion 
tube. The voltameter was replaced by a litre flask of 
oxygen supplied by the British Oxygen Company and a 
further freezing trap was introduced just before the 
manifold to freeze out impurities such as water vapour, 
vapour from the grease taps, and vapour from the oil 
manometer . The air leak was no longer necessary and 
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therefore was eliminated. The whole system can thus be 
schematically represented as in fig19. 
The o xy ge n flask was supplied with a long neck and 
a pig t S t a il breal:er. It.. side arm was therefore put on it 
t.o ~akc on iron slug and two taps were attached in series 
to the neck, so that after pumping, the breaker could be 
shattered by the slug and by operating the two taps 
oxygen could be let into the system in small quantities. 
The inclusion of the grease taps was inevitable, but the 
freezing trap just before the manifold should have re-
moved the bulk 0 impurities before the gas entered the 
manifold. 
3.6 Electrical Equipment 
3.6.a VoltaGe Source and Voltage Meas uring Apparatus 
For both parts of the experiment (i.e. sparking 
potential measurements and pre-breakdown current measure-
ments), the voltage was supplied by a bank of about eight 
120 V dry batteries connected in series. The negative of 
this was earthed and the positive connected to the anode. 
The guard ring was also earthed through a high resistor 
of about 3 Mohms while the cathode was earthed through 
the electrometer for the pre-breakdown current measure-
ments and through a Cambridge spot galv~nometer and a 
3 Mohm resistor for the sparkins potential measurements. 
A potential divider arrangement was made by connecting 
a 100 Kohm resistor across one of the batteries and the 
circuit shovm in fig 20 was constructed so that any 
voltage (0 - 960) could be obtained easily at the output 
terminals. The bank of batteries was chosen for the 
voltage supply because of their high stability. 
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To measure the voltage accurately, a resistance 
chain was made . Ten 1 Mohm resistors were each calibra-
t e d against a standurd Mohm , and then connected in 
series with a calibrated 10 Kohm. The total voltage 
output was connected across this chain and the voltage 
across the 10 Kohm measured on a conventional potentio-
~ete r (Cropico P3) . With this arrangement, changes in 
voltage as small as 0.1 V could be produced and measured. 
3.6.b Current 1easurements 
The ionization currents were measured by means of 
a Vibron 33B electrometer in the earlier tubes and by a 
Keithly 600A electrometer in the last two tubes. 
The currents measured were of the order of 10-11 A. 
The Vibron had scales corresponding to 1 V to 10 mV and 
the resistors included were 106 , 109 and 1010 ohms, so 
that it was possible to measure currents down to 10-t3A • 
The accuracy claimed by the manufacturers is 2% of the 
full scale reading. In spite of using screened co-axial 
cables throughout, keeping the length of this to a mini-
mum and screening the tube by means of the earthed gold 
film internally and by a sheet of metal foil wrapped 
round it externally, the reading of the instrument was 
found to be very '~ry unstable under laboratory condi-
tions , and therefore nowhere near the accuracy claimed 
could be achieved in practice. 
The Keithly 600A was ba~ically a d.c. vacuum tube 
tube. 
voltmeter with electrometer~inputs. It could measure 
-13 3 to 10 A full scale on overlapping scales and the 
manufacturers quote an accuracy of 4% on the 3.10-11 to 
1 0-13A scnles. Th . t . t u e ~npu reS1S ance was of the order of 
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1014ohms. In spite of the slightly lower accuracy, this 
instrument was found very much more preferable to the 
Vib ron because of its stability and ease of cutting out 
external noise. 
3.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, some of the essential features of 
the apparatus used in this investigation have been 
described, while in the following chapter some of the 
experimental techniques used will be discussed. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the techniques used in th~s 
work, mainly consisting of two parts: vacuum techniques 
involving the processing of the experimental tubes and 
techniques for analysing the data obtained from the 
experimental tubes. 
4.2 Vacuum Techniques 
The apparatus has been described in the last chapter. 
The first step towards process.ing the experimental tU'bea, 
after construction was, of course, pumping the whole 
manifold system. The backing pump was switched on first, 
and the system examined for leaks; at backing pressure 
the lites-vac" was found to be extremely useful for 
detecting pinholes, small pinholes being enlarged and 
made visible by the instrument. When the system was 
free of pinholes, the diffusion pump was switched on and 
the freezing traps filled with liquid nitrogen. The 
-5 pressure could then go down to 10 torr. If the manifold 
pressure stayed very much above this, a leak was again 
suspected and searched for by a process of elimination. 
If there were no leaks, however, one could then proceed 
to bake the manifold, with both pumps still running. As 
soon as the oven was switched on, the pressure would ob-
viously increase, because of the outgassing of the glass 
and metal pa~ ts of the system. In a leak-free system, 
however, this would be pumped away eventually and after 
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about 24 hours, the oven could be swLtched off. While 
the glass was still warm, the oven was taken off and all 
the metallic parts Qutgassed at a higher temperature, 
sLnce 4400 C, which is about the hLghest p ossible out-
gassing temperature for pyrex, is far too low for meta13 . 
The filament of the Alpert pump was outgassed for about 
2 hours by passing 1'\ current through it from the"regavolt" 
(which was able to deliver a current of 10 A at a p. " . of 
20 V) until it was hotter than it would ever get durLng 
the pumping. The grid of the Alpert pump, the barium 
getters and the bulk-metallic parts of the experimental 
tube (e.g. nickel shields) were outgassed by heating them 
to red heat by a radio-frequency heater. The gold bead 
also was outgassed by getting !t mobile and evaporating 
it slightly with a regavolt. The constriction between 
the pumps and the ~anifold needed special treatment, of 
o 
course, as it would get much hotter than 440 C during 
seal-off. For this reason, a gas flame was · allowed to 
play on it for about 10 minutes, until the glass was on 
the verge of collapsingo The typical pressure at the end 
of this procedure was about 10-7 torr. If at this stage 
the pressure was much higller, then a leak was suspected 
but it was very difficult to detect it, and a process of 
elimination had to be adopted. 
Another period of baking at 4400 8 followed, lasting 
for about 48 hours, at the end of which the outgassing 
of the metal p~rts was repeated. The pressure registered 
on the Alpert pump at this stage was below 10-7 torr , when 
the constriction was sealed off usin3 a s~all but hot 
flame so that the outgassing was kept to a minimum . A 
getter was also fired at this point t.o pump any gas away. 
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As a fu rther test for lea l~s, the Alpert pump wa s switched 
off then, and the system left for a day. If the pressure 
s taye d con s tant durins this pe riod, it was assumed that 
the system was leak-free and the Alpert pump was s witched 
on so that it could reduce the pressure further. The 
pres s ure after a day of Alpert pumping was less than 
-0 10 torr, when the spot galv anometer ceased to register 
the ion current, and at this stage pumping was usually 
stopped. 
4.3 2 v a porc tion of the Gold Bead 
The evaporation of the film on to the g lass sub-
strate s was carried out with the electrodes at their maxi-
mum separation, so that the electrode surfaces would sub-
tend the largest solid angle at the bead . Before evapo-
ration, the loose iro,n slug in the tube was held against 
the wa lls of the tube using a small magnet to act as a 
s hield, s o t ha t when evaporation ~as completed and magnet 
withdrawn, the iron slug rolled off leaving a transparent 
,,\-, indow" • 'i'he window was so positioned that the gap 
separa tion was clearly Visible Crom outside the tube. 
The evaporation itself was done with the regavolt, which 
was earlier used for the Qutgassing. Care had to be 
taken durin~ evaporation not to jerk the tube at all as 
this could ha ve caused the liquefied bead to fall off, 
and further, not to overheat the bead as this could have 
caused the tungsten seals to get red hot, and crack the 
glass. The maximum current. was switched on and off 
gradually at the beginning and the end of the o peration, 
as any sudden change in temperature would have cracked 
the seals . 
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4.4- SparI<i.ng Potential Measurements 
For the measurement of sparking potentials, the elec-
trical circuits were only slightly different from the 
circuit used for ionization current measurements . The 
electrometer was obviously not necessary in this case 
and was repl Gced by a Cambridge spot galvanometer with a 
3 Mohm resistor in series with it. The anode voltage was 
varied very slo'wly by means of the potentiometer arrange-
ment on the voltage supply system and the current growth 
observed on the galvanometer . Under most circumstances, 
the sudden rapid increase in current on breakdown could 
very easily be seen on the meter, but in some cases the 
rise was more gradual . To allow for the latter case, the 
breaI<Qown voltage was taken to be that voltage for which 
t e current in the circuit was O·S ~A. The current was 
seen to be self-@aintained for this condition. To repeat 
the experiment the same procedure was adopted, but know-
ing the approximate value of the sparking potential, one 
could be even more careful in changing the voltage gradu-
ally; care was taken not to repeat.the measurements with 
less than 2 minutes interval between sparks, as the elec-
trodes could have got charged up in the first spark and 
thus affected the wonk function of the cathode. With 
this procedure the sparking potenti.als could be determined 
to ~ 2 V using gold film electrodes and + 0.2 V using the 
pl~tinum electrodes. The method of varying p d was to 
o 
keep the pressure Po a constant and to use the whole 
range of gap distances possible for anyone cUrve, and 
then to change Po to another value. 
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4 .5 Current Measurements 
4.5.a Initial Photoelectric Current 
It is of primary importance that the initial photo-
electric current 10 stays a constant throughout anyone 
run of the ionization current measurement, as can be seen 
from equation 1.6. The test for constancy was carried 
out in two parts. The first par t was -to check the output 
of the low pressure mercury lamp. Fletcher (74) has al-
ready analysed the intensities of the spectral li~s of 
such a lamp and shown it to be monochromatic in the 
electron emitting region (A less then 2747 K), 99.92% of 
o 
the total intensity being due to the 2536 A line. The 
experimental tube was used to observe the constancy of 
the output of the lamp, by measuring the photoelectric 
saturation current in the tube over a period of time. 
This was done with the tube at a pressure of 10-8torr, 
after the lamp had been allowed to ''stabilize'' for a 
couple of hours, the measurements being taken every 
5 minutes for about 2 hours, roughly the time taken for 
a single run, and at intervals of about an hour for about 
8 hours. The current stayed constant to within 3% in 
both cases. 
The second part consisted of checking that the 
initial current stayed constant in the presence of oxy~n 
for any given pressure, which effectively means checking 
that the work function of the cathode stayed constant. 
To check this indirectly, cas was allowed in at some 
pressure (a few torr), and the ionization current was 
measured every 15 minutes for a few hours. The voltage 
applied be ing the same in each case, the current I should 
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be a constant (see equation 1.6 ) provided that the 
photoelectric current 10 was. On checkins Io thus, a 5% 
random fluctuation was o~erVed in the current. Since no 
gradual or systematic changes could be observed, the 
fluctuation was attributed to changes in room temperature 
than 
rather~to any systematic changes in the work function of 
the cathode surface. The liquid nitrogen trap could 
easily have affected the tempe rature of the gas in the 
tube (depending on whether it was cOQpletely filled up or 
not) in addition to random fluctuations in room tempe-
rature. 
Prasad discusses (54) the effect of oxygen pressure 
on 1 0 ; usingnplntinum cathode, he observed an exponen-
tial decrease in I with gas pressure, the current drop-
o 
ping by a factor of four on reducing the gas pressure 
from 500 torr to 10 torr. As the pressure range covered 
by the present work was 1 torr to 10 torr, the drop i~ 
current due to this effect would be by a factor of only 
1·05 over the whole range; moreover, as 10 was computed 
for each value of the pressure and each curve, this 
effect should not have any significance in this investi-
gation. 
4.5.b Variation of IOJwit~ 0np distance 
It has already been mentioned that in this investi-
gation, ultraviolet light was shone at grazing incidence 
on to the cathode. There was thus a risk that at small 
gap distances, the light could have been partially cut 
out by the anode, resulting in a reduction in I. The 
o 
exact amount cut out would of course, depend upon the 
positioning of the lamp and the quartz window. Thus it 
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,vas necessary either to ensure that 10 stayed a constant 
at all measured gap distances or to estimate the percent-
age reduction in 10 for the gap distances affected and 
apply a correction to the ~eas ured value of current. 
With tube 1 a correction had to be applied for all gap 
distances up to 0.4 cm, but with tubes 4 and 5 the 
largest zap distance where any reduction in I took place 
o 
was 0.15 cm and 0.10 cm respectively, which were less 
than the sQallest gap distances used. This measurement 
was carried out before the gas was admitted into the tube 
in each case. Along with this, the saturation voltage 
was also determined and no measurement was tal(en involving 
smaller voltages. 
4 .5.c Procedure for Measuring I 
The preceding sections have described the procedure 
adopted in eettLng the experimental tubes ready for taking 
readings. The actual procedure for taking readings was 
quite simple. The gas was let in at the required pres-
sure , the pressure read of~ the oil manometer and convert-
ed to pressure in torr at OOC . Three or four values of 
E/p at intervals of 10 V/cm torr were chosen such that 
o 
for the lowest values of gap distance and E/p the volt-
. 0 
age to be applied was still above the saturation volt~G~ , 
and for the largest gap distances und E/p the voltage 
o 
was still well below the sparking potential. The voltage 
cor:--esponding to each gap distance was calculated and 
applied to the electrodes and the corresponding ionization 
currents measured on the electrometer. Variation of gap 
distances ~as achieved by using an external magnet as 
mentioned earlier; gap distances were chosen at random 
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to begin with at intervals of 0·06 to 0·15 cm measured 
with a travelling microscope, but later on increments o f 
0-1 cm were used even though this was s lightly more di_ffi-
cult to do as the cross wires of the travelling microscope 
had to be fixed at the ~equired point and then the anode 
had to be moved to coincide with that. The maximum gap 
distance employed was 1-0 to 1·2 cm. For each E/p , abo~~. 
o 
ten pairs of current and gap distance values (i.e. I, d 
values) were obtained, to enable a meaningful curve to 
be drawn. 
4.6 Analysis of Readings to Determine a and TI 
I t has been mentioned in chapter 2 that sone earlier 
workers had used a curve-fitting method to determine a 
and TI simultaneously. Moruzzi (75) pointed out that un-
less 10 was known, 10 would have to be taken as a third 
unknown in equation 1.6, and the n these techniques could 
only yield mean values of a and TI with a spread of ~100% 
and therefore that this method would hardly be of any use. 
However, if 10 could be estimated to any degree of accu-
racy, then the a and TI values would be the only unknowns 
a nd they could be determined with a corresponding degree 
of accuracy and thus it can be seen that for this tech-
nique it is very important to obtain nccu:-nte Ynlues of 
I. Moruzzi lists three me thods of determining 1 0 • o 
(i) Extrapolating a family of log I vs d curves to the 
single point where d = 0, I can be determined. Where a 
o 
is greater tha n TI, 10 can be found to ::. 10%. 
(il) With a fixed electrode separation, current measure-
ments are maGe as a function of applied voltage (arranged 
to produce no ionization) and the saturation current I 
o 
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is c.etc-rmined. The accuracy is ~ 5% for favourable condi-
tions, but can be up to ~ 30% for other conditions. 
(iii) When a. p 
n p' then 
(de Ditteto and Fisher, 66 ) 
So~ the plot of I against d should yield a very accurate 
value of 1 0 • If the appropriate E/p is known, 10 can be 
determined to an accuracy of + 2%. But this method can 
be of use only for a limited range of E/p's. 
a. 
". 
Sulchum (76) menti.ons another method for calcul nting 
He considers two currents 11 and 12 and gap distances 
d and 2d and obtains an expression 
a. (I, - 10)2 
,,= IT - 101 2 
This value can be substituted in the original equation to 
get a. and 'Y) individually . He claims an accuracy of 3% 
for a given E/p. But 10 has to be estimated here also 
using one of the methods quoted above and should a. be 
much bigger than ", a graphical method hus to be used 
,vhen the accuracy is reduced considerably. 
Thus it would appear that calculating a., " and 10 
from the readings obtained is a rather tedious process 
and therefore a simpler and more direct way of analysing 
the results was devised. 
4.6.a Theory 
To begin with, the effect of the secondary coeffi-
cient on the growth of current was ass~med to be negli-
gible and so the relevant current growth equation was 
equation 1. 6 , which reads 
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I = 10 ~ exp(~ - ~)x ~ - TJ 
x being the gap distance. 
~1o 
a. - ~ 
It is obvious from this that a semilogarithmic plot 
of I against d would not have any simple form and there-
fore this was not at.tempted. However, 
and 
dI 
dx = 
log Q dx. = (a. - 1)}x + log I a. o 
dI Therefore, log di plotted against x will be a 
straight line of slope (~ - 1) and y-intercept, log 1 0 0.. 
Thus substituting for a. and 't) and ~Io in the original 
equation, and using a pair of values (I ,x) enabled 1)10 to 
be evaluated. Then knowing ~I , 1)1 and (~ - 1), all 
o 0 
three unknowns a., 1) and 10 can be calculated. 
It may be pOinted out that subsequent to the pro-
cedure outlined in the last paragraph being decided upon, 
a very similar method was suggested by Govinda Raju (1'7). 
He argued that 
where ol 
increase 
It 
against 
I + 01 
is the 
in [;ap 
I 
...- &1 .L + 
= 
~Io e(o. - 't)( x + Ox) 
a. - 1) 
increase in current corresponding to 
width ox, and as 
0.10 (a. 
-
1)x 1)10 
= e a. - ~ a. - 1) 
I (a. - 1)ox 1)10 (e(o.-T)Ox = e + 
a. - 1) 
is evident from this that a plot of (I + 01) 
I for a constant OX would be a straight line 
an 
-1) 
of 
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slope exp(a - ~)Ox. Therefore, (a - ~) could be found 
and then by a substitution in the original equation, a., 
~ and I could all be determined. 
o 
4.6.b Modification of Davies-Milne Analysis 
The Davies-Milne analysis was formulated for nOfi-
attaching gases to correct for the effect of the second-
ary coefficient on the linear part of the log I vs d 
curve and therefore a, the slope of thia region. In the 
analysis described in the last section, it was mentioned 
that the effect of the secondary processes has been 
neglected. An analysis was formulated so that the method 
of successive approximation could be applied to the case 
where there arc two variables. This is outlined in the 
next parasraph. 
The full current growth equation reads as follows: 
I (a - ~)x a e 
w 
CL -
With 11' 1 2 , 13 and 14 referring to the ionization 
currents at gap distances of Xl' x 2 ' x3 and x4 ' it is 
possible to define two funct.i.o·ns f I and f 11 vlhere: 
fI(a,TJ) = 0 
= (1 -I )I (e(a-~)xl _ e(0.-~)X3)(e(a-~)X2 _~) 
1 2 3 a 
-(Il-I3)I2(e(a-~)Xl _ e(a-~)X2)(e(a-~)x3 _ ~) 
fTI(o.,~)=- 0 
- = (11-12)14{e(a-~)Xl 
_ ( .. - 7 )I ( (a.-ll)X1 
·· 1 - 4 2 e 
e(0.-'Yl)X4){e(a-ll )X2 ~) 
a. 
_ e(a-~)X2)(e(a-ll}xL!. _2:1) 
a 
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Taylo r s theorem can be applied to these functions 
since fr = 0 and frI = O. If a' and ~' be the approximate 
values of a and ~, then leaving out all but first order 
terms , one can ~~ite 
(a-a
'
)( E1.) + (~_~')( fl) = -f1 (a' ,~') a (a',T}') ~ (a',~') 
( a- anC f r I ) + ( ~ -Tl
' 
)( f I I ) = - f 1 I (a t , Tl') 
a (a.',~, ~ (al,~ ') 
Solving these two simultaneous equations, one can 
obtain values of a and ~ which in turn can be substituted 
in the equation as 0.
' 
and ~' to get a new and more accu-
rate set of values of a. and ~. This process can, in 
theory, be carried out until (a. 
-
a' ) and (~ 
-
~ t ) are 
within any s mall limit that has been speci.f ied . 
In practice , however, this wa s an extremely difficult 
procedure and could not be successfully applied to many 
readings for several reasons: the accuracy of the current 
measurements did not warrant the use of the functions fI 
and frr and their derivntives to any degree of accuracy, 
the convergence of (a. - 0.
'
) and (~ - ~') was very small 
and the process took an almost unjustifiably long time to 
work out. Therefore, while thi.s was recognised as a 
possible method to correct a. and ~ for secondary effects, 
it was not pursued much fUrther in this investigation. 
4 .6.c Details of Analy s ~s 
The practical application of the t heory outlined in 
section 4.6.a involves finding out the rate of change of 
variation of current with gap distance. With the 
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preliminary results a graphical procedure was adopted for 
this purpose. For each E/p, a linea r plot of I against x 
was .made, the best curve drawn through them and the gradient 
of the curve at different points determined by drawing the 
tangents at these points. These gradients were then plotted 
against the appropriate gap distances on semi-logarithmic 
graph paper. This procedure established that log ~! vs 
x was in f a ct D straight line, provided one did not exceed 
d beyond 0·8 cm or so, but the scatter in the calculated 
values was so high as to make another method of finding 
~~ very desirable. (This method was applied actually, to 
the results from tube 1 only; the history of the tube, des-
cribed in Chapter 5, is probably partly res ponsible for the 
results being what they are.) 
The final analysis was, in fact, done using an IBM 
1620 computer. Numerical analysis was employed to find 
the derivatives at t he different points. As the gap dis-
tances had been changed in unequal steps, an interpolation 
formula had to be used before the derivative could be deter-
mined. Lagrange's polynomial for unequal intervals was 
used to effect the interpola tion; given (n+1) pairs of 
values (I ,x ), (I 1 ,x1 ), •••••• (1 ,x ), the n'th degree o 0 n n 
polynomial can be derived as (78) , 
I = P(x) 
= 
n (x-xo ) (x-x1) ••• (x-xs_1)(x-xs+l) •• (x-xn) 
t Is (Xs -Xo )(XS-X 1 ) ••• (Xs-Xs _ t )(XS XS + 1> •• (Xsxn ) 
which would go through all the (n+1) points . 
The computer was programmed (see appendix 1 for the 
actual programme) s o that given the currents for say, five 
dI 
dx 
Po = 5 . 6 1 to r r 
10 ' 0 
1 • 0 
/ 
0 · 8 
• -----....~ x cm 
A Typical Plot of log ~! v s x. 
Fi gure 21. 
t 2 V/Cl to r r 
1 10 
" 
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gap distances ranging between 0~15 and 0-8 cm, it would 
produce values of currents for regular intervals of 0·02 cm, 
e . g. at 0.16, 0·18, 0·20 up to 0·80 cm. Once this 
had been achieved, it was of course an easy matter to cal-
culate «I + ~1~ - I for any value of gap distance. 
x + x - x 
Fig21 shows a log ~~ vs x graph drawn at this 
stage from a Get of comp ute d values. This is only given 
as an illustrative example, as the procedure of drawing a 
graph was not followed as a rule. Instead, the method of 
least squares was applie.d to each set o f values to obtain 
the slope and t~e y-interccnt of ~he best straight line 
through these pOints. The programme given in appendix 2 
was used for this purpose. This programme also vent on to 
substitute the values of slope and y-in~ercept for (a-~) 
and log alo in the original equation (eq. 1.6). Thus one 
could obtain 
separately. 
alp, rVP and 
4.1 Conclusion 
v a lues of ~I o and therefore a, ~, and 10 
The programme was written in such a way that 
10 were printed out as output of the computer. 
Some of the experimental techniques used in the 
investigation have been men tioned in this chapter. Ultra-
high vacuum techniques used with the h ard glass system 
were conventional. The data analysis mentioned in this 
chapter, however, does ha ve the advantage that a knowledge 
of the initial current is not needed; t .he importance of this 
fact is apDarent fron the references (15,16,70). It may 
be mentioned here that 10 obtained from the individual 
members of a ramily of curves was a constant within experi-
mental error. 
CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Introduction 
In this final chapter, the results obtained from the 
experimental tubes are set out and attempts are made to 
interpret them in terms of the gas discharge phenomena dis-
cussed in chapter 1. Five experimental tubes were made, 
and at this stage it is useful to consider briefly the his-
tory of each and then in subsequent sections the results 
obtained from them are discussed in some detail. 
5.2 HistGry of the Five TUbes 
The first tube was constructed for use with the silver 
thimble using the platinum wire heater. A residual pressure 
of about 10-8 torr had been obtained and the gold film laid 
down before it was realized that the thimble did not func-
tion properly, with the filament burning out, and so the 
tube had to be let down to air and processed again~ This 
meant that the gold film electrodes were no longer very 
clean and so the sparking potential and prebreakdown current 
measurements which were talu~n with tube 1 had to be checked 
with another tube under cleaner conditions. 
The second silver thimble had a nichrome heater which 
was found to work before the gold film was laid down, b,ut 
unfortunately burnt out again during the actual run before 
any appreciable pressure had built up in the tube. So 
once again the thimble had to be discarded and the tube let 
down to air. However, after reprocessing the tUbe, it was 
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thought desirable to put a fresh layer of gold on the elec-
trodes, 50 that the actual surface would be as clean as 
possible. The results found with this tube were found to 
be rather unusual and are discussed in section 5.3. 
The third tube had the largest pair of electrodes 
used in this investigation, but soon after beginning to 
take readings, it was found tl at no reproducible or consis-
tent readings could be obtained. The spread in sparking 
potentials was so great th at no Paschen curve could be 
drawn through them. It was thus decided to discard the 
third tube at this point because the sparking potential 
measure ments definitely indicated very inconsistent surface 
conditions. This was unexpected but was perhaps due to an 
insufficient coating of gold on the surface. The anode 
diameter was about 5 cm and probably the gold bead was not 
sufficient to lay down an even film on the whole area. 
Insulating patches on cathode surfaces have been known in 
this laboratory to influence measurements greatly, due to 
charge build-up and consequent field distortions. In fact 
Myatt (80) has found that primary ionization coefficients 
were changed by up ~o 50% when he used an annular glass 
surface to separate the guard ring and cathode in his expe-
riments on hydrogen. The results from tube 3 are not dis-
cussed any further in this thesis. 
Tube 4 was the best one with gold film electrodes, 
and both Paschen curves and ionization coefficients were 
obtained from it. Unfortunately, at one point a power 
failure resulted in the pumps being cut off which caused 
air to leale into the tube through the gas si de of the sys-
tem, thus preventing all the wanted readings from being 
obtained from this tube. Tube 5 with solid platinum 
5.3 
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electrodes had already been constructed at this stage and 
so this was put on the manifold and the final set of rea-
ding s obtained. 
Tubes " 4- and 5 we re similar and readings were ob-
tained from all three of them. Tube 3 obviously does not 
merit any f urther discussion, but the results from tube 2, 
though not contributing anything significant to the study 
of ionization processes in oxygen, did have some interesting 
f eatures and these are described briefly in section 5.3 . 
The 'Sandwich' Effect in Tube 2 
After obtaining some preliminary r e sults from tube 
it was not quite clear if gold film electrodes were, in 
fact, the most suitable for work in oxygen. They had been 
successfully used in this laboratory for work in hydrogen 
and inert gases, but oxygen is a chemically active gas and 
an 02 ion is about 107 times larger than an H2 ion and so 
the behaviour of the electrodes when us·ed in · oxygen could 
be qUite different, especially as the adherence ' between 
the film and the glass substrate is not very strong (81) . 
This was the reason for investigating the behaviour 'of the 
second tube. 
The history of this tube has been described. in the 
last section. The· special feature about it was that two 
layers of gold had been laid down on the electrodes, in 
be tween which the tube had been expos ed to ai r. The usual 
practice with all the tubes was to check that there was no 
significant variation of I with d, then to determine the 
o 
saturatiDn voltage and finally to adjust the position of 
the ultraviolet lamp for maximum I before any gas was let 
o 
in. This procedure was in fact followed after laying down 
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the first layer, but taken for granted after t he second 
layer. t'lhen, Inter on, the snturation voltage was checked, 
it was found that on raising the potential difference bet-
ween anode and cathode to 200 volts, 10 was still increasing. 
The saturation voltage vas usually only about 25 V, so the 
nctual saturation voltage was examined using a high voltage 
power pack instead of the bank of batteries. Finding this 
to be of the order of kilovolts, the saturation voltage was 
now measured after subjecting the tube to various treatments 
such as baking the tube with hydrogen in, and running a 
hydrogen discharge in the tube followed by subsequent dif-
fUsion pumping . The photoelectric curren t is plotted 
against the applied voltage in figure 22. The curves are 
numbered 1n chronological order and it is apparent that the 
saturation voltage decreased after baking and flushing with 
hydrogen . (The relative inten&ities of the ma~imum 10 are 
not significant here as the position of the ultraviolet 
lamp had to be changed each time the tube was baked.) The 
higher saturation voltage would seem to indicate a higher 
surface work function . As none of the other tubes showed 
this effect, it is perhaps justifiable to assume that the 
surface in this case was composed of a layer of gold, an 
adsorbed layer of gas and then another layer of gold . This 
seems a plausible explanation since the work function in 
this case could be expe cted to be composed of the work func-
tion of the surface nnd the energy required to ionize the 
sandwiched l ayer of gas . The ionized gas layer probably 
enhances the emission from the gold. This seems to take 
place only in the sandwich layer because no such effect was 
noticed when the cathode of tube 4 was exposed to oxygen 
and tested for increased saturation voltage. (The 
v 
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wo in 0 r l atively cl nn s ut I no having becn exposcd to 
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° to n d h r nd th measurement of Pr icl'c (2G). Frickc l 
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The IH'cnl{.'·orm r:lccllaniGm i sclf Is discus ed further 
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as previous work in th field indicates that for E/p greater 
han 50 V/C ,.l torr, t achment is v ry small conpared to 
ionization and therefore cnn be considered to be a corrcc-
0..-11 I tion t rra in this region. The curve of (--p;;-) vs . p is 
.. hown in figure 20 . Hhllc therc is somc c~ttcr in the 
poln s , undoubtedly n curve ccn be dr 1n t~rough then and 
this encourng s onc to nnclyse t em furth 
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could certoinly not npp y to these! Ho.evcr~ there i 
another foetor \lhicl1 has to be nentioncd In this conte;:.t. 
,. s the x':; . 'ere que ly PQccd In this cos', the Lcurcn-
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(0 ' 2 < d < t en) for an E/p or 40 V/cm , torr and pressure 5 
orr will explain this: 
I O• 2 0. 0 · 2(0,-'/') 
-
1) ~ ::: e(o.-'/') = 70% a. 
-
'/') 
'i'he 0./ and riP values uscd cre WCI' tal~en fro~ the 
r su ts of Pr~sad and Craz: s, o./p = 0 ' 11 and niP = 0 · 07. 
As u~in h maximum rror in current hl asur ment to be 
~ 4 , th change in ionization current over the hol range 
of poss1bl zap distnne s is seen 0 be barely outside 
~p rim ntal rror . Mhus it would appear that attempt to 
obtain a. ond ~ in thi reGion (i . • El less than 50 V/c~ 
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r h VQlu woul no b thn O· Ol. 
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r ) ",h1 h 1 
obt. n heT'.1 . r ually 
1 I ~ no 1, e n froo 
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co l1s10n 1 about 2 X 10- 1 cm2 . ) Thus th r DU be con-
jderoulc am unts r cl ctron det clu:lcnt in t.he cn:per1rn nt 
conduct d ill In s tub s "'nd sp 
v 01 t illuninotion . r.jo", .. wa r.I 
c ory _ ' he b r.t 
c ron Gun as t r 1 ctron 
1 c od COi.lpl t ly nv 
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i ncor pl p ur . Fl t of 
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75 / 0 On i p obobly 
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u o 
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Coefficient 
The n n raliz d condory ion.1zo ion coefficient. 
Q u s hov been obtain d or gold film nnd platinum cl et-
I'od h QV only 0 cn c 1 uloted or ub • nd S. 
Tube h 5 be n 1 f ou as tub 4 11:> s til r to It but 
b-t r . Th v lu h v b n colcul d usin h rea '-
dom crlt 10n. 
~ ( a.d _ 1) 
a. 
br :down . 
c n c 
t' 1 r 
h 
Of 
r 
2 
h 
n 
h u 
a.d 
cul 
v/n. 
u in"" h pprop i E/p (= 9 /p ) -nG 
on h Th -/p r n d by 
rO\l'''hl 1 0 0 ~,O 0 Icr orr I 
'Iorl c V r pr -br n do curt n 
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O~ /p<250 vi. 0, rou hly. 
b h 0 
( ) h v b 
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h 
'I 
h u 
El 
h 
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1 
1 u 
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t n h 
,. P y, ... 
,/a. 1 plo 
'0 ~ y On I . 
h • C c 
h 
'e 
1\ 
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Th 
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t Uf • 
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harp chang of lop cnn be notic d in th s cur, 1n 
h osch n curv 9 , 0 curring oU3hly nt on ~/p of 600 vi 
c. or n 01n . 
or on c n b ur 0 h condcry proc' se 
ho nduc 
.1.n 
on hos ~o ~a~c Q Udy of forn -
11 . H ho ut SUCh n tud, onc ccn 
o 0 h 1v lapor ne of uch 
In 0'" v h roe or 
h tore t v 
w m n c h con ory oc I" he 
n h on s ( n {; \/h I" 
re not rt n ) . pho on obvlou y 
r m v' in ny p r r dir et on in 
nd 0 w h I" oc 
b d 1 on 
r On h c 1 
1'hu r r u of pno on 
or (0/ ) pdL . • 
ou 'd b 
c h l~rg 
p 
t 
o 
l . 
r n 
" 
- ~9 -
harp change of slope con be not.leed in this c rve, S 1n 
h 0 chen curves, occurr.lng rouzhly nt nn .:./p of 600 \'/ 
c., orr 0&01n . 
U fore on can b sur of !lC s condcry proc s 0 
hat !nduc br o:,do\'/n on hos 0 r.loi{c Q 5 udy of he forno-
1 1n lnus in det 11 . t'H tho \l t such Q tud I onc can 
only tU s s 0 he relo lve ioportonc of such 
proc s In I'll pcrlmc n t, how ver, h re or onc or 
\'0 r 0 ur hat re t vc . 
Th m in cathodic co dory proc s r the 
p oton Ih 00 s n I 0 it v ion proce s (1n go s ",here 
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-
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on . 01ffu 1 n c nnot 
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. luc 0 y for a pln inum cathode t about E/p = 4S V/cm 
any disQg eem('"nt wit-h th present curv 
h rls (6 ) 0.045 at E/p ; 35 . 4 V/cm 
orr which is not 1n 
Du "apolnt d . 
orr for n1e cl hnrd o und rstand. 
andS U6; ~ ions for 
So fnr in his cho.ptcl" an ncco n Of h 'Iort- don 
for thL .. th 9 S has b en iv n ond t.l l"esul , s obtained 
pr nt. d oss!bl~. In th! se on It is 
in d 0 polnout orne of h liml ition of the ccn-
u d som of rl'or n roduc. cl and 0 
wh ch M h b us rul for ru~ure 
t\ f e <t . 
Th I" n of ~/p ha 
an 1 V/ ~ orr n h f 0.1 
ly u of h d f h 
b ' ne • ot u 2 - 5 cm d r 
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10 'J r t d f nd nnd sparkin:; pot ntin nt the hi:hcr t d ' 
nd. T 1U I:. pin" SO < , < 500 V, th 10','1 t accuracy of 
p c ur nca.sur to out nnd 0 - 1< d< t en, he 
u 0 1 1 rou h y tv C 50 and 00 vi n torr . 
So '\ '/p ron .... 0 low v 1u , ub h 
houl b us d 0 h:l h " un ... 
n tho f 1d d' or 'on, teller 
pr reo n p y 0 h 0 pd 
1u p kin'" po n too . 
Th on h ly cn-
1 0 "1" d 0 
t"'ful n s id ne hn 
tt unp die b u on 1 
h u Th n 
r up, onc 
1 fr 5 . 0 p r; 0'" 0 \'f 0 rv GO • 
It- .. 1 ''V 1 of qu d n 1"0& n in r P 
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p h if n hou ' 
,.. ler rnrn 
J\ f • 1y 
u 
no f 
h ... 
t 
( ) n'" 
.. 
( ) r ) 
III • n h n 
f wt nl- , n n 
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(C 1 ) • O.·y~ n on th 0 , r h n<1, can rt in 0 ,le ~.ol euin 
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':0 ,. rune Ion o. .h su fe .. llould 00 I: on stins • J 
nv t Cold f Id 1 ctrod . hove 0 course, en 
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pres s urc used \'Ias typically about 2 torr. a./p is 2 - 4 /cm 
torr corresponding to this E/p from fig 29. Even at the 
maximum cap distance of 1 C J , the ionization current changes 
only by 0 ' 2% on taking into consideration the secondary 
coeffici nt, which is well within the experimen al error . 
A w/e. appea s to continue to decrease with decreasing E/p 
in the ranee of t/p COy red, th e correction due to w/e. 
would be cven smaller for lower E/p ' s and sealler cop 
distanc s . 
The nature of t,e secondary coefficients haD only 
bcen Guess d at so far . It is surprising that as yet no-
body has ver attempted to r:'Ial<e study of the fornative 
til1e la(Js in oxy ""cn , xcept Fisher ( 94) whose publication 
does not describe anythin~ beyond some prelloinary obser-, 
vat ons . A study of orJative time laes in 101 overvoltagc 
tTaps in oxycen i"" bein~ mad' 1n tilis laboratory at pros nt . 
I wou d be 1 t r stin~ to corr lote this with, and extend 
thi!) to hie OV vo 1 t [,;e llrealtdowns nd the growt:. 0 f 
v :lnch s . 
5 . 0 Conclu ion 
A r cord r th r ult~ obt ined from this investi~Q­
tlon h s b n pr & d in this c apt r . The re ults co -
pris of ionization co flcients nnd ott chmcnt coe fie! t~ 
'n oxyg n in ..:./p ran !; of 60 < El < 250 V/ern torr and 
p r 'log po Is 0 r 0\'/ p<: values I pd < 6 co orr J ob-
ain fro.:1 
c ro t s . rh r sul 
D asur u n s u in~ pi ne parallel 
hav be n critically analysed and 
co.p r d wit~ tl s of previous wo ~ rs . 
wi}' ch ~ ,l Y u ul 0 fu tur vo :;.c re hQ 
""ou cns 
b en "iv n too, 
r El S rp r isin clI.loun t of wo l' i1 r rnnin~ 0 ~c done . 
APPENDIX I 
Progrnmmc for Lagranbian Interpolation 
OIf.:ENS ION JOWR(2) , 0(4,t O), 
10 FO r T (13) 
1 1 FOr..i,iA T (F6 . 3 ) 
1 2 r-o .. ~ r.lA T ( FS . 2 ) 
13 FORi.IAT ( 4 . • 3, 
ACC.:. PT TAPE 10, 
100 :'>0 101 J :: l,7 
101 T(J):::O. 
3X) 
JOVER ( 1 I 
J CC . PT TAP.:. 10, JOVZi (2) 
l INT 10, J OVER ( 2) 
102 IF ( ~JnSE S~I TCH 2) 103 ,1 04 
103 Ut,::: 2 
GO TO 100 
10 IF ( GENSE ~~ITCI 3 ) 105,106 
105 'ur;::: 3 
GO TO 100 
106 t· ( EN E \' ITCH 4 ) 101, 997 
107 NU I ::: &1 
t OO 00 109 1::: 1 , NUl .• 
109 ACCEPT TAPE 1', D(I, l) 
T( t) :::D( l,t) 
1 to J =2 
1 t 1 DO lt 2 I ::: 1 , r un 
112 ACCEPT TAPE lJ,O( I ,J) 
0(3 , 9), 
113 I F ( 0 (1,J)-0(I,J-1» 997,115,11 
t 1 ~ J:::J+ 1 
G "'0 1 t 1 
11 5 ..:.NO::J- l 
T(1) 
- 11 -
f CCE P. Tt PE 1 2 , T ( 5 ) 
126 0 129 J= l, ~NO 
rAC= t • 
o 126 K= l "JEND 
IF (J-K) 127 ,1 20 ,1 27 
::J 127 f/C=f:/ .. C (0(1,J)-0(1, r » 
1 20 COI~TIl~UE 
o t 29 K=2 " r ur.: 
129 C ( {-l,J)=D(t(,J)/FAC 
IF (O{ l, 2 )-T(1» ' 46 ,1 ~5 ,1 30 
t 30 no 13 t =2 , ~ 
131 T(K) ::: O. 
o 13 J=l , ,r;nm 
'I.C= l. 
DO 133 K= I, JElJO 
!. (J- () 132 ,1 33 ,1 32 
J 2 .,I\C=FAC·:t ('r( 1) .... (t, '» 
13 CONTIHJE 
o I 31. I =2 " NUr.. 
13 '"'(: )=T( )+0(1'-1 , J ) l. ,AC 
5 0 TO ( 97 ,l 3G ,1 37 ,1 30) , 
T 13 , 1'(1),T( 2) 
o 13 
1 7 p,Ir:r 1 , 1'( 1) T ( 2)j'r(3) 
G T t 0 
1 8 Ir! 1, T( 1)j T ( 2) , T(3) , ( 4) 
139 · (T(1) ... D(I,1» 007, 1 ~0 ,"1 
1 J 0( 1,t)/T(5) 
J 
'r( , ) S'T(5) 
1 , ( (I,Jl.HD)-T(l» 991,151,1112 
, 2 ( (1 rl}-T (I» 991 ,1 , 1 -13 
T( 1 ) ( t ) 1'(5) 
- 111 -
• 
144 If. (0(1, )-T(l» 146 ,1 45 , 130 
1 45 Pt = 1\1+ 1 
GO TO 130 
146 T(6) = T( 1) - T(S) 
1 47 T ( 1 ) = l) ( 1 , ~1 ) 
GO TO 130 
1~8 II' ( 0 (1, £\ *1)-7 ( 6 )-T( 5» 1(9 ,1 50,150 
t ~ 9 ,. =~l+ 1 
GO '.cO t 47 
150 T( t) =T(6) +T(S ) 
T(6)=0 
=~+1 
GO TO 144 
151 If (1'(6» 997,1 52, t 53 
152 T( t) ='I' (1)+T(5) 
GO TO 154 
153 T(t}.::T ( 6)+T(5 ) 
154 PflINT 11,T(1) 
JOVUR (t) = JOVSR(t)-1 
IF (JO'SR (l» 997 , 20 1, 200 
200 AUSE 
CO TO 100 
997 PAUS..:. 
201 Et-ID 
APPENDI? 11 
ProgrOl.1r.:e to derive a. ond T) fror.l ~~. x and I val"!.£.! 
OIi.~I~SIOr IND~it ( 3) , ;' (10) J Oc.UIVX( 10) , Y( 10), T( 4), 
CURNT(10) 
10 FOr.I.:A. M (I4) 
1 1 FOr.W. T (F1. 3 ) 
1 2 FO ,I: T (- r:'9 • ~ , 3) ) 
ACC£PT TAPE 10 , IHDEX( 1 ) 
100 DO 101 J=1,4 
t Ot T ( 3 ) =0 . 
ACCEPT .... f PE 10, INDEX ( 2) 
P-INT 10, IND'X (2) 
ACCEPT TAPE 10 , INDEX(3) 
PINT 10 , I O'X (3 ) 
t 02 ACCEP"' TAP£ 11, )' ( 1 ) 
J=2 
103 ACC£PT TAPE 1" X(J) 
11· ( :.: (J) - • ( J -1» 900 , 105 , 104 
104 J=J+ 1 
GO '.0 103 
105 N=J- l 
t OG 0 I O? J= t, N 
t 07 A ... CRPT t":tf E 11, DEtlIVX ( J) 
1 SO l 09 !' = t , N 
109 ( 1<. ) = LOGr- ( '~I\#~(I') 
11 DO tll J= l, N 
".. (t ) -1' ( 1 ) +X ( J) 
1'(2) T(2)+Y{ ) 
T ( 3) =T (3 ) +~: ( J) '::':'2-
,t, -( ) =~(4)+Y(J) ~Y (J) 
- i1 -
SLOPE= (Z:;:T ( 4) - T ( 1 ) I::T ( 2) )/ (Z"T ( 3 ) - T( I ) ';:::: 2) 
I T·=(T ( 2 ) *T ( 3 )-T (1) ~T(4»/(ZQ~ ( 3) -T( t )Q~2) 
= ·j~PF ( IHT ) 
11 2 fHtT 12 , SLOPE, YIIJT , f\. 
11 3 11 41= 1, N 
I.CC.:.PT TJ\~~ 11, CUl~IJ'i'(I~ ) 
u- *E, p. ( LOP, .. (:0 ) - 3 LOPE:)",Ul I -rC') 
CUnNTO::: (A- G)/ LOP' 
ht. W a:: A/CU~NTO 
E.... ::: n/CURN 0 
t 1 Pt I T 1 2 , CUR 'TO, L HA , ~TA 
I .ot::,~ ( 1 ) =I DEX ( 1 }-t 
I . (INOE, (1 » 900 , 120 100 
900 P US, 
GO TO 100 
120 END 
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